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A4Afr4 FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDA

most any point, fleeing soldiers fro- fluently drop their anna and wade
across. TJiere are many Mexicans in
Texas, and the identity of the
sees frequently Is lost, but the Ar.'.rr
lean forces are under instruction to
prevent their entry except where the
dictates of humanity prompt thorn to
ieare for the wounded or nermit the
5fc
it MB
entry of refugees who may be fleeing
from the nummary treatment which
the opposing Mexican forces visit on
each other.
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The jury in the
ot Hans Schmidt, the priest who
killed Anna Aumuller. after having
been out since 1:26 p. m. yesterday,
had failed to reach an agreement up
to 11 o'clock this morning.
Judge Foster had the jury brought
into court about noon In response to
a request from the foreman. One of
the members was sick and wanted a
doctor. The jurors finally went back
to their room after Judge Foster had
urged them to agree. The foreman
said the question which caused the
difference among them was one of
veracity regarding statements as to
the mental condition of the
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Hon, issued the following
today

Matcmeul

"The appointment of receivers was
consented to only after every effort
had been made to continue the business. The concerns have been nccusturned to a large line of banking credit, which lias been steadily curlailed
during the past. year. The individuals
Messrs. Slegel, anil Vogel have conjtributed their entire personal fortunes
las well, as nil of the energy towards
saving the situation, and will continue
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WHEN HE RETURNS.
recession was not severe.
The gross business of the corporation
Bonds were stead
Speyer Bros, will pay the January
has been about $10,000,000 annually.
The earlv afternoon movement was)
coupon of the National Railways' of
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' 'bought In big blocks again but. there
in closer to the town and were light- Speyer
It was emphasized by Speyer Ilros. way in which the victim had come to lost on, were thrown Into bankruptcy ship.
strike, situation today. Fears of radiwhile
there
ing
engagements were that no negotiations for a Mexican his death. The neck was dislocated, today in friendly proceedings institutdealings else- - cal action by union members, inflam"Its business is very profitable," was lml 'ir'"
taking place simultaneously just above loan through them were either on foot but this is believed to have been ed in the federal courts. The con- says the statement, "and has been so Were.
ed by rumors that enemies of the orbelow
and
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Ojinaga. Numerous fed- or in contemplation.
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affected
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by
precautions to be takly wounded.
incentive to put up prices further. extraordinary
They were cared for by by the international banking group to tion," was the cause of death, but did not come up to expectations, and proceedings."
en, but so far as could be learned,
United States army surgeons. The the Mexican government to enable it there were no signs of violence on the
AmalPacific
nnd
Canadian
Heading,
there was no. good foundation for such
they found themselves hard pressed
T)lP pptiti,,,, filed by the Slegel
lied Cross society sent a call for more to meet the interest
terror.
falling due in throat. The theory was advanced by curtailment of banking credit. The stores corporation also states that gamated were particularly weak.
help and a large amount, of medical January amounted to $5,000,000. Adol-f- that a handkerchief or hand held over failure, had been discounted in the
As a result of this feeling, however,
Siegel Cooper and company of
supplies,
de la Lama, Mexican minister of the mouth and nose had brought ou
district and had no effect on cn(!0 ja not a partv defendant. The ADVOCATES RESTRICTING
the usual holiday gathering in churchThe fact that of the federal desert- finance, left Paris for London on Sun- death.
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es and halls have been closely guardpetition declares that the various de- ers who were able to wade across the
The police continued to prosecute a
day night in the expectation of arrangThe companies for which receivers fendants would be called on soon to
ed by deputy sheriffs. Children of
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river, a majority were wounded, indi- ing there for a loan sufficient to pay vigorous search for the man who left were named
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Atlanta,
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meet, heavy obligations and that creditwho
cated to the American officers that the
of the .Monroe doctrine to Mexico and members of the Citizens' Alliance,
Interest on the railroad the trunk. They also attempted to
The Fourteenth street store, New ors were pressing them, and that a
under the
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the rebel firing into the town had bondsJanuary
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Central
America
advocated
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clinch the identification of the victim York.
receivership is asked for, to save John
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De La Barra to Return.
Hays Hammond today in an ad- their
:is John Kremen, a young laborer.
The Simpson Crawford
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the
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Hammond discussed development of ner's inquest into the Christmas
munition,
government, of
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30. Redress
by the Mexican
The Siegel Stores corporation, the foreign trade of the 1'nlted Slates panic developed slowly this morning.
Henry Siegel & Company, bankers,
to the American side.
for her participation for a missionary's loss of wife, chil- New York.
heard two
One woman swore she
which has brought the action against and characterized the
Major McNamee insisted on forcing thanking Japan
subject as one
dren and property has been asked of
the affecting the welfare of the entire nal shots fired in the height of the panic,
Henry Siegel & Company, whole- the
company,
back to their own side such of the sol- in the Mexican centinnial.
Senor Pardo, the Mexican minister the international claim commission, salers. New York.
but her hearing was more acute than
Fourteenth Street Store, the Her- tion, "not. to be handled by
diers as were not wounded.
that of others who told of only the
here,
gave out the following statement sitting in Peking, through the efforts
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Senator Norris, of Nebraska. The New York.
cries of "fire" and the dull roar of the
gel and Frank E. Vogel, doing a whole-between Mexican federals and consti- today:
at
Peking has been
rushing feet, punctuated by overturnReports published in America that American legation
tutionalists at Ojinaga, Mexico, was
The Greeuhut Siegel Cooper com- - sale and banking business In the name AUSTRALIA WILL EXHIBIT
Instructed to submit a claim for E. R.
ed chairs and screams of frightened
resumed this morning. The rebels ad- fifty Japanese officers have applied for
is not allied with jof Henry Siegel and company, acquired
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Durkman of Loomis, Neb., whose wife
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was all the properties Indicated as well
vanced upon the federal trenches permission to attach themselves to and two children
Washington, 11. ('., Dec. ISO. Unafwere murdered and the chain of stores in trouble and
O. N. Hilton, chief of counsel for
stock of Siegel Cooper fected by the declination of their parwhere the remnant of Huerta's army the Mexican federal army are untrue."
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stock
by
exposition,
The unusual feature of the case is that
to
night dispatches from Cludad
night.
Stores corporation, is likewise not af- corporation. The capital stock of the commonwealth of Australia and the ing it appear that the attempt the
Diaz describe the situation there Rurkrnan himself has steadfastly reStores corporation is 7,T7!l.OOO government, of New Zealand is giving bring the Moyer case before
A desultory fire opened by the reb-'l'egel
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other
hand
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fected.
The order requiring fused to make a claim for damages ness is declared to be in a
alm
who appeared within sight of the as unchanged.
he ofheers cordhil support to the affair and both Houglilou county grand jury will not
prererrod.
highly pros- are
because of an agreement he had made
be undertaken as soon as bad been exF. E. wn be fully represented.
Henry
Siegel,
president;
village in greatly increased numbers, all persons to have passes to enter with the Scandinavian
condition.
Alliance mis- perous
The grand jury resumed its
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A. daman, V. S. A., and
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or loss he might, sustain
street store in this city, but. the
,n,m T t n.,n,.
to take up today.
decisive end to the conflict. The fed- Monterey and Sallillo is open from damages
Austrato
sent
was
which
Stallsmith,
amount of deposits or the number of w. x Malonev and Isaac Kein.
erals had retreated to the innermost Cludad Porfirio Diaz.
lia lo stimulate interest in the proposiTestimony given at the inquest conOHIO CONGRESSMAN
depositors was not made known.
Tne Ocenhut-Siego- !
The Japanese Cruiser Idznma has
.trenches, apparently without hope of
Cooper
tion, has reported to the state depart- flicted in various details. A half dozen
DISCUSTED WITH JOB.
tliat
jp!iny, a
annojmcfl, however,
.store in New ment a iuo"t. hearty welcome..
. repulsing the aLacking forces. Oniy arrived at Mainflan from Manmnlllo.
witnesses swore they had seen a man
Canton. 0 Dec. 30. In announcing Henry Siegel and Frank E. Vogel, York Clly,department
Is not involved in the
a few shots came from the Huerta
I.that he would
wearing a button similar to that worn
not. be a candidate for
of
owners
the stores, had ceivership. Joseph B. Greenhut Is
forces in the early stages of today's STRENUOUS PROGRAM IS
FUGITIVE MURDERER
by members of the Citizens' Alliance
reelection. Congressman J. J. White
In
stock in the sociated with Jerome siegel and n. A.
$.1,500,000
MAPPED FOR COMMITTEE
lighting.
IS STILL AT LARGE. come into the hall and cry "fire."
Slegel Stores corporation toward the Cooper, and not with Henry Slegel,
As viewed from the American side,
30.
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Washington, D. C, Dec.
!aor)L ,ni,ht. ..Vn man .,,
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Henry They did not agre in their descriptions
Pittsburgh,
depositors protection. The bank will
the situation of the federals seemed the reserve bank organizatioi commit to
who shot and killed a con- of the man, varying as to his dress,
Rokowski,
lias
be
honest
any proceed to liquidate.
GIANT POLITICAL
desperate. General Ortega, command- tee begins its tour of the country next businessintellectually
stable and wounded another man and facial appearance and as to whether
in congress."
STRUGGLE IS COMING a woman Sunday afternoon in West he wore the button ou his right or
Efforts will be made to reorganize
ing the constitutionalists, has receiv- week, it will hold hearings morning
"All I've done since I've been down
ed orders to show no mercy to cap- and afternoon; six days a week, make
of stores as soon as possible,
Berlin, Dec. '10 That the last has Homestead, Pa. , was still at large this left breast,
In Washington." said Mr. Whilncre, the chain
tured federals, and to summarily exe- five hundred mile railroad jumps over
to sit around and try to Meanwhile the business will be con- not been heard of the Zabern inci- - morning. The posse of county detec-- j
Xeitlwr were all or them sure that
been
"has
cute Generals Salazar, Orozco, liojas night and in the odd moments aboard
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It Is generally believed the rebels arc ened strike of 1200 telegraphers em-- j
l1"'
controversy, and i possible
The indictment alleges that Fish set
ed Papeete, one of the Society Islands.
closing in."
'on November 5, when he reported the
ployed by the road.
jfire to his auxiliary schooner yacht,
?
Communication with Presidio was
"Please make
' le
on
the
Thd main subjects under discussion the Senta, off Edgartown,
of his shipmates.
predicament
a
thence
of
tend
by
n,is8,on ! one 0 .Cn;
Marfa,
'
by way
were the number of hours and might of Oct. 25, 1910. The yacht was
today
was heard of the
Xothins
further
telephone wire, 67 miles, to the working conditions, the question of destroyed.
0"'
hi1- -"
,11U
border.
Fish claims that the fire started
salary having been compromised es
.
. ...
.
it nnootMa t
The telegraph operator at Marfa re- terday. From the statement of both either from a cigarette butt or from
of
of
the rest
had
which
the
Garter,
United
the
States
that
do
army receivers and telegraphers, the nego- - a stove aud that his first knowledge of
ported
good."
any
the Kldorado's crew on board.
had taken control of the wire to Tre nations are ' pleasant" a.ud peace it was when he was awakened by the
Martine Wants Probe.
Will Santa Fe get that new post- - cent bv act of coneress."
sido and no messages other than for seems assured.
creckling of the flameB.
Washington. D. C. Dec. 30 Sena- office building, to cost S296.000 before
The
calln mioini, BFACHimr. Fkin oc
then
secretary
sent.
last
The
were
the army
being
m the
The situation was srmnied un bv
1913? That is the question now be-- ' to bill No. 3063 introduced in the U. S.
RUSSEL WILL CASE. ,orial "juiry into conditions
word from Presidio came through H g Perham. Dresidenr. of the Tele". WEIGHT OF BRAIN HAS
Calumet copper mine region will be
su-asked here, following a letter re- - senate to "relieve this unbusiness
.10
ing
Dec'
The
P.oston,,
Mas.,
before noon.
NO RELATION TO POTENCY ceived
graphers1 organization:
by the Santa Fe chamber of like situation," or in other words to preme court approved the claim of asked by Senator Martine, ot New
No Safety Across U. S.
..Tne Frigc0 officials," he said.
Pa., Dec. 30. Dr. E. commerce from the Portland chain- - employ more architects so that the "Fresno Dan" today when Judge Jersey, wnen congress
Philadelphia,
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30. War "naturally are doing all they can to Linden Melius, who has experimented ber of commerce.
seven hundred and thirty-fou- r
Sheldon confirmed the renort of Gil-- January 12, unless investigations DJ
cities
department officials approve the action j avert a strike without granting the for many years at the Johns Hopkins
of the 734 author- - including Santa Fe may get their bert A. A. Peavey, master in the case. tlle department of justice and the de
The
tells
letter
ti Major McNamee, commanaing mein concessions asked. The officials of medical school and elsewhere, today ized buildings at present in the archi- - postoffice buildings without waiting that the California man and not ' Da- - partnunt of labor should intervene,
border patrol at Presidio, Texas,
the telegraphers are doing all they told the members of the American tect's office at Washington, and de- - five years.
Following his request on Attorney
kota Dan" is Daniel Make Uussili,
,
forcing back Into Mexico federal sol- - can to get the demands granted with-- Physiological society, in annual ses- - Clares that ail of these are subject to
Senator Martina
of General McRej-noldswith
Russell
the
of
Daniel
heir
the
late
that
Complying
request
diers who sought safety on the Amer jout calling a strike. We have no III sion here, that the
weight of a brain the same delay of three to FIVE Santa Fe businessmen take action the .Melrose, whose will has been enn-- ; conferred today with Solicitor
lean siae arter tney nad been routed feeling toward the receivers. They has no relation to its potency and
owing to Insufficient number of public funds and utilities committee tested for several years. I'r.less the eral Davis over the prospect of anu-me- n
from Ojinaga by the constitutional are only doing their duty.
to prepare plans. The secretary has authorized Secretary Van Stone to Dakota claimant should appeal. Judge vestigation by the department of jus- that the intricate brain convolutions
ist forces last night That phase of
After consulting among themselves, have nothing to do with the power of jof the Portland chamber of commerce urge Senators Catron and Fall and Sheldon's decree to the full bench, tice. Attorney General McReynolds
the situation is not regarded as ser- the greivanre committee decided to the brain.
adds:
Congressman Fergusson to support the case has been brought to an eud. has not decided whether his depart
ious, although the constant escape of resume negotiations, and two hours
"The theory that Intricate convolu"The architect's office in Washing- the bill No. 3063.
Ja recent inventory of the Russell es- - ment will take up the question; but
across the Rio after the first conference of the day tions were a
Mexican soldiers
sign of brain power or ton at present has virtually the same
That Santa Fe is in need of a Iarg- - tate showed It to be worth J700.000. Senator Martine declared he would
Grande into Texas causes no little bad broken up. the receivers and griev- efficiency seems based rather in de--i number of clerks that It had twenty er postoffice was well demonstrated after
nearly 3O0.00O had been snent wait a reasonable time and then would
ance committee again went Into
annoyance to the border patrol.
sire for anatomic explanation than on! years ago with the same wage rate, .during the holiday rush a few days in contesting the claim of ''Dakota confer with Secretary Wilson of th
' As the river
albe
forded
at
may
and no authority to Increase either ex- - ago.
any procurable facts," he said.
Dan.'
department of labor.
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Praises This Remedy

PREPARED

ARE

WE

that
Many people are led to
it rilKtiiM
Lunit Trouble
which ennnot
Tlim in wroiitf, iih mui
lie coiHpi'Ted.
hiive fully recovered
their heitlth.
change of diiimte Uhh helped mtiue, hut
ninny more have heen restored to health
hy lirenthiiiK the freshest fifr, eatlnp
wholesome food, tVing leniperatc
in their hnhfrs and inMiiie the tonic qualities of lkni:u,'ii Alterative, u medicine
lnveatl-g.it- e
for Throat and hung Troubles,
tills ease:
linwiiiij CJreen. Ky,, II, No. 4.
"Oeiitleinen: The wprinjj of HXtS 1 had
b severe cout-'for nix nionthw. I tried
nil the medicine that my doctors recommended to me, hut no results ciune for
the hctter. I had nijrht sweats, and would
corirh and spit until 1 gut ho weak 1
Hut at last,
could Jinrdly do imythfnjr.
.hum's Ieeriiit, of ;fns'ow Junction, Insisted that J try your medicine.
In one
time tiiere was quite nu Improvement In my condition, and after I had
takt-.sevei-aliollles I felt tis well uii
ever in nty fife.
firmiy heiieve that
I'ckinaii'B Altointlve will relieve any casn
of limj; irouhle if taken before the last

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on
Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
Ducks, Oysters.Extia
AND

OVER

A

TON OF

XMAS

Taney Holly,
AT

CANDY

THE

Wreaths,
PRICE.

RIGHT

WINTER GROCERY

HtlliTt."

C

A. t
liETTKllKWOUTH.
alihreviated; more on rctjuetd.)
rokuian's Altoralive has heen proven by
many years' test to he most. 'f Ihaionii
re Throat and l.unt: ATeoiions,
for
Ilro.n hit Is, lirourllial Asthu.fl. Stubborn
folds and in upbuilding the ny stein.
Conlalns no narcotics, poisons or
ilriiifs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries,
and write to Kckman
laboratory, I'ltiladelphla, Ta., for evidence. For cule hy nil lemlimf druKKlBts
land by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.

(Alhdaviti
(Above-

PHONE 40.

ROAD BOARD TO
GFT FillSY IOW

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE

85

MAIN.

Coal wwixi Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

The Denver

& Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.

Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
FROM

BURLINGTON

&

QUINCY

ROCK ISLAND

R. R., CHICAGO,

&

PACIFIC RV COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY, UNION PACIFIC R. R.

FARES
One
fare for the round trip to all points on the
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
first-clas- s

one-wa-

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th and 31st, 1913, and Jan. 1st, 1911.
Return Limit, January 5th, 1914.
FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.'M.

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

R.

J.

Secretary.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQ,TJABTEHS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Deming, N. M., Dec. 30. The Luna
county road board, consisting of Di
It. C. Hoffman, chairman; G. M. Sadler, secretary, and Chas. Neath held
a prolonged session Saturday night
and decided to get busy on the roads
oLima county. They are going to
investigate road conditions all over
the county and place culverts where
they are necessary, and keep men on
the roads all the time. The board has
employed It. S. Ackerman, an experienced road builder as superintendent, and have employed O. K. Gibbs,
an engineer of wide experience to
keep the big tractor busy every day.
They will work along section lines
at first and will build roads that will
be a credit to any state in the union.
It is the purpose of the road board to
meet with the county commissioners
and work with them in getting a road
system for Luna county that will be
the pride of the whole state of New
Mexico.
The policy just adopted by
the Luna county road board is in
thorough harmony with ideas advocated hy Governor McDonald and Engineer French, and will insure for this
region a system of roads that will not
only look good to the vast number of
transcontinental
automobiles who
come this way, but to the valley farmers who will find the cheaper wagon
hauls are to their very great benetit.
Besides Ihis. a .great many of the
Mimhres valley farmers drive automobiles of their own.
With the beginning of the New
Year the several large land companies
operating at Deming are making ar- rungements to bring' large excursions
jef land buyers here. The many big
well machines In operation are all
Ib'inging in splendid wells and are sat
b'fylng all who come that our watc
supply is both ample and inexhaust-able- .

OF

CONTROL

WILSON'S

for Lung Trouble

ECZEiA

CORPORATIONS

SAYS

CORPORATION

AND
THE

UNSOUND

PLAN

IS

U.

EXPERT

DA-

IN

S. CONTROL.

BURNED

" My
R. F. D. No. 2. Seymour, Mo.
scalp broke out with fine pimples at tho
much
so
burned
that
Itched
and
"Postmaster General Burleson, In start. They
I waa compelled to scratcn
his report of last Wednesday, recomthem and they would fester
mending to the attention of congress
and come to a head and break
the taking over by the government of !SfVr
out again- - The trouble was
the telephone and telegraph lines, reattended by such burning and
Itching I could not sleep, also
fers to the business as monopolistic In
when 1 sweat it burned the
nature, and .Mr. Burleson is right. If
same. My hair fell out gradcompetition is not lo be restored and
ually and the seal p kept rough
to
a
certain
is.
the telephone company
and dry with Itching and
to
control
of
extend its
opera
extent,
urning. After about two years tho pimples
Hons over the lines of various inde-- . broke out Iwtwecn my shoulders. Myctotu-pende-nt
j
to
seem
i.ig irritated tbem. I was troubled with that
companies, ns would
Ove or six years.
he Hie case, how is this extended con-- '
'I tried everything that wts recom
j tvol
to he safeguarded in the interest
mended without any benefit until I uh! tho
of the public?
Cuticura Soap and Ointment according to
j
"Was the telephone company's alli-- I directions, and Cuticura Hoap and Ointment
ance with the Western Union In
cured mo sound and well in two woelsa.'!
of trade? Did it put up prices ( i ;ncd) 8. L. Killian, Nov. 22. 1012.
For pimples and blackheads the following
lor did it increase business and add to
a most effective and economical treatment:
the l)t,1)lic convenience? Wno benefited ip
t .cntly smear the affected parts with Cuticura
imost, the companies orthe public?
Ointment, on the end of the Anger, but do not
"There a certainly no one in btisl- - rub. Wash off tho Cuticura Ointment In five
ness and T doubt if there is anyone minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water
......
,, ;,.;,;.. K- and continue bathing for some minutes. This
lull
U1IU i.,t
ueiiKvt-lIUll Ult: ttUlllHRll
tUa Iniopintin Tulonlinno nnmllituv nf ft ' treatment la best on rising and retiring. At
other times use Cuticura Soap freely for tho
30 per cent interest in the Western
toilet and bat h, to assist in preventing inflamTTnion Telegraph company resulted ill
mation, Irritation and clogging of the pores.
Tf
been
there has
j
Bold everywhere.
restraining trade.
Liberal sample of each
.
re-mailed free, with 32--p. Skin Book. Address
a shining example of
!
bene-post-card
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
suiting in the expansion of trade,
-Men who shave and shampoo with Cufit to the public, cheapening of rates
ticura Soap will find It best for skin and scalp.
Improving efficiency, it has been this'
between the Bell for
very
By GEORGE

I

I

;

-

j

IIpower
I

rOTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

N

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan rrady to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

permanentIy improved conditions,
mnnnnnlv In nrivate hnsi- iegs js ot to be loIeratpd. r(.straint
f tra(e js not to be toleratedi
Tm.
jroppl. mlsiness nlethods, of which
lhere have been
alt0Rether too mallv.
.

tolra.(1.

hllt

...,.

,,.

forty-eigh-

METH

ODS,

desired.

of

big corporation that, Is being accused
of rf,BtrflInt
tra,,B
heen doing
just what the telephone company has
been doing, viz., expanding and not reThe people are not
straining trade.
complaining about business because it
is too big. They are complaining about
improper methods in business, whether little or big. They realize the necessity for largo units In commerce.
They know that such large units must
naturally place large power in the
hands of the individual or a small
group of men, and what they ask is
laws that are clear and definite, that
will govern and regulate these men
in their moral conduct; and until we
meet this issue fairly and squnrely
and settle it we will not be on the
road to permanent prosperity.
"With all due respect, in my judg-- i
men! President Wilson has not begun
to meet it in this telephone settle--.
ment. In fact, he is just as far from
it, if not farther, than was Mr. Taft.
He is not grappling with the fundamentals."
"Then, Mr. Perkins, what do you
think ought to be done?"
"I have long been for a federal interstate trade commission that will regulate and control. Interstate industrial
corporations. I believe that when a
business reaches a size where it
t
stretches out over
states,
and indeed throughout the world,
serving vast numbers of people, employing vast numbers of people, hav
ing as stockholders vast numbers of
in its nature
people, it Is
and should be regulated and controlled for the same reasons and in much
the same manner that our railroads
and banks are regulated and

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at tbe radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be

W. PERKINS.

system and the Western Union sys-tern. Why, just look at it. It gave
us the night letter rate message, the
day rate message; it gave ns the Im
proved service of picking up a telephone and telephoning a telegram and
receiving an answer in the same way
it gave us more rapid communication
and more efficient communication
more economical communication. Mi
Wilson himself in his speeches am"
papers has questioned the ability o'
large corporations to do business efficiently and has rather intimated th".
efficiency was the test. Here we liav
a most, striking example of improved
service and reduced cost, and yet
the government proposes to slep In
arrang"-ment- .
and disrupt this
As far ns restraint of trade Is
concerned in this arrangement, evcrv
business man knows that trade lns
been expanded, has been quickenc d.
has been greatly helped by the che.m
rales and efficient service of the night
letter alone."
"Mr. Perkins, it is said that the Independent companies will largely benefit by this arrangement and that they
can connect with the Bell Telephone
trunk lines. What is your understanding about this?"
"My understanding of the arrangement is, as outlined in the correspondence between the Telephone company
and the attorney general, that where
an independent company desires conIt is with deep regret that the resi nection with the toll lines of the Bell
dents of Deming have learned of the system it may secure such connection
death of Mrs. V. R. Smith, of lxs by supplying standard trunk lines be.Mrs. Smith was
for many tween its exchanges and the loll board
Angeles.
years a resident of Deming at the time of the nearest exchange of the Bell
her husband, Col. P. H. Smith, owned operating company, and that when
the town site which has grewn to be a this connection is made the employes
of the Bell system will operate the engreat and prosperous cry.
toll circuit involved in establishAmong the New Year features will tire
be an entertainment at the Crystal ing the connection. This, of course.
theatre provided by the Deming lodge means that the Independent company
of Elks which will be free to all the must furnish the capital; that It must
children of the city of Deming and comply with the regulations of the
Luna county. The exercises will be Bell company as to wires, etc., and
from two to five o'clock, Bpecial mov- that it must submit its operations to
of the Bell system; that
the
ing pictures being provided for the the employes
rates charged will be the regular
little visitors.
toll charges of the Bell
company
E. H. Bickford, general manager
and in addition thereto a connecting
of the Rio Mimbres Irrigation
com-of ten cents for such messages
pany, has gone to the coast to spend charge
as originate on the independent lines
the holiday week.
or in part
In
The Mountain States Telephone and are carried of wholeBell
the
over the lines
system.
company has completed a line between Of course this
practice means the regand
will
Rincon
and
Deming
keep up ulation and control of this business,
the work of extending its lines all not bv the erovernment. not bv the
southwestern
New
through
Mexico, jn(t,rstate commerce commission, not
maintaining a construction foreman at by an interstate
trade commission,
to
Deming
give personal attention to not even by the independent comthe business. Deming and Columbus
panies, but by the Bell telephone syspeople are becoming very much Inter- tem."
ested in the telephone line that will be
"Do you think the present efficiency
completed between those two points in of the Bell system will be Impaired by
the not very distant future, if the this action?"
plans now in vogue are carried out.
"Tf Air. Wilson's clearly
expressed
It is more than probable that the opinion to the effect that competition
Mountain States company will take up j the telephone business is to be
smaller independent companies tablished, is to be carried out, then
when their lines shall have been com-- of course efficiency will be seriously
pleted. In fact, that is very much de- impaired. Mr. Vail, than whom, in my
sired hy the smaller companies.
judgment, there is no broader-mindeMrs. Grace G. Goebel, county super- more upright and efficient
intendent of schools, has been advised
in this country, says: 'Some
by R. S. Asplund, secretary of the New economies and some services which
Mexico Educational association,
that were contemplated under the compleLuua county Is one of the banner mentary operation of the two comcounties of the state as to the per- panies cannot now be realized, but
centage of pupils attending school. it is hoped that all now in operation
The county superintendent is assured will, after thorough consideration, be
that she will soon be in receipt of the found to be within the law.'
"One of these things will happen,
pennant awards from the State Educa
tional association.
viz., efficiency will be seriously impaired, or the cost to the consumer
will increase, or the Bell Telephone
QUEER TALES FROM
ANIMAL KINGDOM system will go on substantially as it
The chief reason birds have tails now Is."
is to enable them to steer while fly
"What do you think the president's
ing; but the flamingo and stork have attitude is to bo now towards big corso
much longer than their tail porations?"
legs
feathers that they serve as rudders.
"That is just the trouble.
Why
The flamingo is one of the
should it be a question of what any
whose mouth is uside down; president's attitude is? We worried
this is because it inverts its head all through the Taft administration
wnen teeaing and uses its upper over Just that question, and the busi
mandible as a hook and scoop.
It ness world is now worrying over tt
is one of the careful little tricks of in the same way in the Wilson adminnature to provide the young Flamingo istration. It is all because the Sherwith straight bills until their legs are man law is a perfectly
impossible
long enough to go wading; this en proposition, framed before present day
ables them to feed off the ground.
development of telephone and other
Flamingos build their nests on the modern means of intercommunication.
ground but in the shape of an invert- In its present shape It is a thoroughly
ed cone; this enables them to sit unworkable law; it Is weak where it
on their nests as one sits on the edge should be strong and impossible of
of a table.
be
understanding where it should
clear. Neither the Taft nor the Wril- son
administrations
will
to
waste
It
not pay yon to
seemed
realize
your
time writing out your legal forms this fact, or if they did, they lacked
the
to
thorn
when you can get
courage
already print
squarely tackle It. Uned at the New Uezican
Prlntlne til some administration does realize
it and does tackle it we cannot hope
Company.

30, 1913.

SCALP

Would Tester and Come to Head.
Could Not Sleep. Hair Fell Out.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Cured in Two Weeks.

ECONOMICALLY

PUBLIC WELFARE

NGERFAVORS

I

H

ITCHED
FINANCIER

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

FREIGHT

ASK FOR TICKETS

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

The

East

Best
Route

or

West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Agt, El Paso, Texas.

EUGENE FOX,

semi-publi- c

"This does not mean justifying or
regulating monopoly, licensing monoIt
poly, or anything of the sort.
simply means having a federal superand
visory hand on large interstate
international
business corporations
which in themselves are necessary to
our country's commercial growth and
prosperity and inevitable in the present trend of Industrial development,
not only in this country, but throughout the world."

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

CHRISTMAS

j

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

es-th- e

Phone

100

and

35 W.

NEW MEXICO

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.

t

Located

In

the beautiful Peeos

Valley, 9,700 feet above sea level,
.uoahine every daj. Open air

work throughout tbe entire
Condition, for physical
sod mental development are
IDEAL auch as cannot be found
elaewhere in America. Fourteen officera and Instructors, all
eradiates from standard East
Ten buildlnfSi
rn colleges.
modern in every respect,
sion.

i

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. B. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POC, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated
address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Sopt.

Marvel J""5,""
uoucne
Askvourdruirelst
t. lthecacdot supply the MARVEL.
accept no other, but
send stamp for book.
E. 23d

Mantl Co.. 44

Oil

oata-tne-

business-statesma-

n

,

MID

ONE-THIR-

FARE

O

For the Round Trip Between All

St. a. T.

Points on the

LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,

A.T.&S.F.R.R.

IN

NEWMEX.,
Also to All Points on the

WINDOWS, DOORS
AND MOULDING

A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,

I. J.
223 San

SAWYER

Francisco St.

Trinidad to Denver inclusive.

Phone 206 W

SANTA FE, N. M.

Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th, 1914.

YOUR:

few-bird-

ses-

erects

Interested and should
know about the wonderful

1

JglF Your Business Solicited."

RATES

HOLIDAY

Every Woman

Js

Ijiew

Years

PURCHASES

we

are not investing our

FACUNDO

mon-

See

TEACHERS

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip besold at rate of one and
tween all points in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or principal of the school, showing attendance at said school.
Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January
1914.

For particulars, call on any agent of the Sai

ORTIZ,

Store, Galisteo Street.
Phone 177 J.

I

one-thir-

Will tret person il attention,
and the goods you get will be
first-clas- s
in every respect and
just a trifle cheaper, because
ey in Plaza High Rents.
the point ? Phone

HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT.
New Mc
Fe,

I

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

30,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

ICOURT WRESTLES
HUNDREDS ATTEND RECEPTION
WITH AN OLD CASE
OF SEC'Y AND MRS. LUGERO

STAY AWAY FROM THE

PACIFIC

PAGE THREE

COAST,

THOU-HARR-

MUM'S

THAW IS MODEL

Y

SANDS ARE STARVING THERE NOW.

new governor.

YOUNG MAN

Washington, Dec. 30. The financial
liabilty of the Federal Ciovernnient for:
(
ARMY OF UNEMPLOYED
IN CALI FORNIA, OREGON AND WASHINGtlle property, .lost by California
TON AS LARGE AS UNCLE SA M S ENTIRE
STANFORD WHITE'S
ARMY NO
WORK SO SAYS HIS JAILER
last night at their beautiful1 Kveryone at the reception admired grants massacred at Moutain Medow,
AND LITTLE FOOD FOR THEM.
SLAYER
IS POPULAR IN CONCORD, N.
new home on tiarcia street. The recep-- the Mission style bungalow which was Utah, in 1S57, by alleged Mormons
Indians, and made the basis ot
na Inreelv attended and nroved built bv A. Sosava. of T.as Veeas.
firm
H, WHERE HE IS AWAITING HEARING
claim before 1S91 ia to bo passed
a
made
most enjoyable.
Secretary
by
lowing suggestions
ourt of the
upon by the supreme
ON THE QUESTION OF HiS SANITY.
The house was artistically decorated Lucero.
United
Ilriefs mibiuittitiR the
in a white and pink color scheme
The bungalow of this style is consld-whic- claim Stales.
whose
of Malindii Thurston,
was reflected in some of the re- erp(1 by many tiuite an Improvement
W. H. Al.liCIt.V.
B.v
'father, William Cameron, was one of
freshments served. Wreaths of holly Dn ti,e type of home so popular in
(Siafl' Com 'Spond'-ncthose massacred, for $!).."i00 worth of
many potted plants were also irornia.
Com onl,
ii., Dec. no. - Harry
live stock and other property, was
seen, giving a holiday air to the af- Thaw has efonni-d- .
N'o more
to the Court today by her:
presented
fair.
IN
WOMAN'S
(PIONEER
iwe paths for him. Xo more burning'
attorneys, F. Spring Horry and Hairy
In the receiving line were Governor
SUFFRAGE WORK DIES.
up of father's millions!
Su more, rev- The Ciovernment
Peyton.
through
and Mrs. .McDonald and the host and
'dry in the glare of the Ijrigiit liglils!
Englewood, N. J., Dec. 30. Mrs. Assistant Attorney-Genera- l
Thompson,
hostesses. Assistant Secretary Ro- Lillie
N'o more wine and wom n.
Devereaux Blake, a pioneer in is resisting the claim.
The prodi-- ,
mero and Mr. radilla also assisted in the cause of woman
son has evolved
inio a model
The massacre was one of the harsuffrage, died in
jcal
the
many guests.
welcoming
a sanitarium here today,
young num.
of the early
aged 80 rowing tales of the
Assisting in the serving of refresh- years. She had been ill for several rush to California. days
Let anybody who doubts it come to,
All but three or
Mrs.
ments were Mrs. N. H. Laughlin,
Concord and
"the natives.'- Thaw,
years and recently had a turn for the four of a string of 2S wagons, conJ. M. Diaz, the Misses Manderfield, worse, when it was seen that because
installed in the "throne room'' of the!
was
considered
the
what,
stituting
Mrs. H. C. Collins, Mrs. Victory, Mrs. of her advanced
honored
Eagle hotel, is the city's
age her case was richest train that had ever crossed
Karl Greene and Mrs. R. It. Hauna; hopeless.
guest and a popular hero.
with
were
the
lost,
plains,
together
ulso the Misses Laughlln, the Misses
"Harry," they call him. in affectionabout 30 mules and horses ami apMorrison, the Misses Baca, Miss Helen
ate admiration though not
GUARDING AGAINST CROUP.
to his
!tllO cattle.
K Pinkham. 63, bachelor, a
proximately
Jeffries and Miss Delia Lucero.
The best safeguard against croup is
face, of course. He is ".Mr. Thaw" tir
After an unsucessftil attaclt on the
merchant originally of
While it iB safe to say that several a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
when lie strolls regally through Hie
it is claimed, one of the
Massachusetts, is the new governor of
,
hundred persons attended the recep- Compound in the house. P. H. Ginn, emigrants,
streets, accompanied by .Sheriff Drew-- Hawaii. The governor has- lived in
Mormon leaders, John ). l.ee, washed
tion arriving by tens and twenties beI'niled Stales Marshal .Vule or i'nlice- - the islands 20 odd years. He made a
"My children the
Mddlcton, Ga., writes:
from his face and approach
paint
tween the hours of S and 11, some of are very susceptible to croup, easily ed
man
Stevens, and the populace stands record as head of the board of health
a
with
white Hag, explain
the train
the invitations sent out went astray catch cold. I, give them Foley's Honaside respectfully while (lie compter- - from 104 to lltos and upon this show- Mormon militia
a
that
of
ing
company
which explains why several Santa ey and Tar Compound and In every would escort the
ney do not even ing was appointed governor. He re
ing nero passes.
emigrants to safety.
Feans who were invited did not know instance they get prompt relief and
take snapshots of him. That would cently was sworn in by Chief Justice
was resumed, it is
After
the
march
he impolite.
it! Secretary and Mrs. Lucero ex- are soon cured. We keep it at home claimed, the Mormon
McKenna of the I". S. supreme court
militia shot
pressed regret at Hub misfortune and and prevent croup." Sold by The Cap down the unarmed emigrants and Ihe
Oliver Pelren,
io runs the hotel, at Washington.
said that 400 Invitation had been mail- ital Pharmacy.
avers Harry is as gentlemanly and
Tndians tortured the women and ohil-"The government of Hawaii will
ed several days ago.
estimable a guest, as ever slept under have to be carried on much mora
dren to death.
A few of the guests who stayed un-Ads.
alwar
his
Want
New Mexican
roof, not excepting a president or
When Mrs. Thurston fih-her claim
economically than before," said
til 11 enjoyed dancing and afterwards bring results. Try It.
two and a whole hatch of governors.
under the Indian depredation law with
Pinkham. "We have been ab"Why," said Pelren, "he doesn't normally prosperous for several years
the Court of Claims, it. had to meet
even take a drink. Never a bottle of which has induced liberal
the requirement of having been prepublic ex'extra dry' or even a. 'pip' of ale. He penditures.
sented to Congress of the Interior De-- j
doesn't even smoke a cigaret.
partment before ISO I. Her claim was
"The most important change in the
"He eats, works and sleeps with Hawaiian policy that I will put into
filed in Congress in 1(577, but that
Ihe
to
lie
claim named the Mormons alone as
greatest regularity,
goes
effect will be a more liberal construclied early and gels up early. He tion of the land laws with reference
defendants.
hours
The Court of Claims held it was
spends
every day reading good to homesteaders. There are consid
k'M .rmsffif.
He passes much of his time erable tracts of land in the Islands
hooks.
not an Indian claim and disallowed
...m
in
law
the stale
s
It. From this an appeal was taken
library, studying ev-- which could ho thrown open to
cry legal phase of his case, so ho can
to the Supreme Court.
and are suitable for developdirect his fight for freedom.
And ment under irrigation.
answering his correspondence lakes
"There are also tracts of land now
a good deal of bis lime.
in the hands of large sugar interests
"You can take it from me that this
These leases will
held under lease.
"Hi
young man is O. K., thoroughly sane not be renewed as
they expire."
The range of temperature yesterday
,and knows precisely whal he is about."
was from 12 to 37 degrees; the averThere's no doubt that 'the slayer ATTORNEY GENERAL HANDS
age relative humidity was 65 per cent
j of Stanford
White dues "know what
FRIEND A FAT JOB.
5
The day was
degrees colder than
ihe's about." Governor Fclker signed
the average. The temperature here
1
Convenietice
extradition papers to return Thaw to
Beauty,
at 6 a. m. today was 14 degrees. In
I
New York on the charge of conspirother cities it was as follows:
A crowd of working men
In
front of an employment office In San acy in escaping from the Mattewan
waiting
factors in the selection of
Amarillo, 2G; Bismarck, 12; Boise, Francisco for a job any kind of a job ! The scene is typical of almost asylum.
Then Thaw got
22; Cheyenne, 8; Dodge City, 20; )uFurniture, are splendidly
jevery pacifc Coast city Above the men flaunts the blue banner of a U. habeas corpus and lie is
mugu, c plagium, it, urami ,i mic- S. recruiting station advertising for m en, and gaudy posters extol in glowinj
in our displays at this lime.
.
8; Helena, 12; Kansas City, 22;
tion,
print and colors the possibilities of the army. In this way Uncle Sam hopej
If you appreciate the value and importance
14; Los Angeles, 50; Mode- to entice a few of the
Lander,
hopeless army into his war service.
na, 10; Oklahoma, 24; Phoenix, 38;
of furniture of this character, which.whilc harmonJack .Tungmeyer.)
38: Pueblo,
Then take Los Angeles. Not an in2; Rapid City.
Portland,
(Py
izing perfectly wiiii the decorative scheme of any
San Francisco, Calif., Dec.
3n.
20; Hoseburg, 40; Koswell,
28; Stilt
dustrial city, Ihe demand for labor is
room, makes those corners which would otherLake, 14; San Francisco, 50; Spokane, There are as many unemployed on the never large. I tut big business, with
wise be bare and unattracrive, actually inviting,
28; Touopah, 26; Williston, 8;
(Pacific coast tiiis winter as the entire its fight to preserve the "open shop"
22.
Islanding army of the 1'nited States. in every way encourages a glut of idle
tee our display of
Local Data.
In California the number alone ap-- , labor tending to lower wages,
Highest temperature thi sdale last proximates 100,000.
the winter
Portland, normally
year, 43; lowest, 17. Kxtreme this
San Francisco's jobless are estimat-ground of thousands of idle
damping
53
in
41
date,
ed at 20.000; thoBe n Los Angeles at timber and construction workers,
years record, highest,
Hyta?ui-iMck3 in 1880.
ft
1901; lowest,
Portland's 15,000, and Seattle's ,)ended at this season, has watched the
be
Forecast.
seen
Aj may
about 20,000,
reucliiy
!lrWf rite
problem grow even more acuie una
because of their sectional cor.jtruclii.n may tie
And on the heels of this congestion year,
For Santa Pe and vicinity: Partly
in
or
Hii.s!y ana,y,;cl
reannr.gcd
many pleating combmatious and
Hl',r(,t t00j
cloudy, with probably snow flurries of the destitute in the larger cities,
ti; employers' assoria-ha- s
ate inst:.:.ily adjustable to aiiy nouk or corner ol liie home.
followed the biggest crime wave in tions with their "open shop" encourag-5'earslate tonight or Wednesday.
We sliovv lliem in a witi d'ivmily of tlylai and finishes at
For New Mexico:
Tonight and
ing )ne influx.
prices anybody can afford and will be glad to pay.
Harassed by hunger and responsi- Wednesday generally cloudy, slightly
Seattle finds itself in a similar
Coll or sen) txV- for wr la'eit Art Oialogiir ill'ralina
colder in northeast portion tonight.
for distressed families, thou- atjon
hordes seeking a hand to
Lii.tMy .ip.','inn. and a
many le.nii;fi.! t
u
W
ty
" I he Blue Book of
Hamilton W. Mabie'i
men are on the mouth existence,
sands of
Condition!!.
I
'
it'
hardest winter In years"
The barometer has fallen slowly ov- brink of desperate measures.
beIn Portland they have already
n MW MEXICAN PRINTING
er the western states, although relaeverywhere this disquieting state-gude- to "rush" the
Harry Thaw Today. .Photographed
restaurants,
mellt Is being made,
tively high pressure continues over
N. H This Week.
demanding food.
The holidays brought out the sharp at Concord,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
mountains,
the central Hocky
and
contrast
of
on
north
between
a
of
the
The
to
session
low
arreas
opulence
at
joyous
the hotel under Ihe surveillance
special
calling
creasing
jniix w. PRESTON, recently ap-Pacific and in South Dakota and Mon- the legislature to deal with the acute: abject distress in blunt fashion, the of local, state and federal officers un-- pointed I'nited States District Attor- tana. Cold weather continues over problem is being urged in California. shoppers running the gauntlet of thetil the VuUeA S(at,,B cour, n(,term.
Py for the northern district of
of destitute, existing on street ill(,8 w,en,er the extradition is valid, fornia by Attorney General McRey-loleWyoming and Colorado, but tempera- local relief measures having proven
basin.
Lake
Salt
ture are higher in the
Federal Judge Aldrich will decide, nobis, to succeed John L. McNab, who
entirely inadequate.
In growing alarm, municipalities And the judge lias appointed a com-- precipitated a political upheaval, when
Precipitation has occurred in parts of
This is part, of the price the west
Nesouthern New .Mexico, California,
coast is paying for the alluring but ! have passed emergency employment mission of alienists to determine he resigned charging that his work
in prosecuting cases involving
rich
vada, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. ing advertisements of big business to' and charity measures, but
whether Thaw is sane now.
'
(Conditions favor partly cloudy weath flood the man markets of California,
'f 'ie 's pronounced sane, the court and influential defendants, among
No steps have been taken for a fun
imp
er in this section, with probably
ttini to New which no mentioned me uiggs-ami- to bring damental solution of the problem of wm Goutiness return
Oregon and Washington
late tonight or Wednesday.
will be tried on the nettt wltlle slave case and the West
down the price of muscle and sweat
unemployment, increasing every year. York, where he
n convicted, he ern Fuel fraud case, was being hamas well as the enticement of big real
"I strongly advise those planning to 'onsr.;;nry t;,argc.
General
onl' a
pered by District Attorney
estate
otse-!"1"to
ARRIVALS.
h?ve
corporations.
in
the
California
HOTEL
fcome
hope
the man who
Preston,
McReynolds.
llieu
of
and
ivrm
re-Imprisonment
g.l
Hope of employment With the IMS curing immediate employment to
Meanwhile lie W Ollld be ad will take office upon conflrmalion
aw.-illnrinir the nevt fpw 'rep.
tnA Ihu main
evrmaitinn hna irreatlv slim
Hotel De Vargas.
his appointment, Is a friend of McUlitted tO bail.
IllontllK
Rsm Frrtiir-ir.Una
11.
i.,lt,,v lu C!,.
......
,
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSBUP WRITING TUB
n.,i,lur.
i
iiiuiiA
tuu
AlbuquerMiss Claude
mi. iv.,r
,,u thousands of
Albright,
If he is pronounced
he Reynolds, their families having been,
insane,
who cannot be
railroad
are
advertisements
blamed.
jobless
SAME THINO FREQUENTLY IN THE COtURSB 0
que.
closely allied long ago, when both
The futility of this hope is appar- absorbed, and indications are that may be jerked back to Mattewan to lived
Stanley Seder, Albuquerque.
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHfiMBER
in Tennessee, their native state.
be held Indefinitely.
tliia
In
will
be
the
winter
hardest
ent
in
announcement
the
of
the
expoGeorge A. Clark and daughter,
Thaw Is determined to establish The appointment is in the nature of
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OP TIME.
sition comptroller that there are al many years."
his Faulty. And so he is walking a a personal one by McReynolds.
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
K. DeMunbtm and
wife, Colorado ready over 22,00o applicants on the
Warning by California's State Labor mighty straight line.
Preston is an
Commisisoner John P. McLaughlin.
waiting list.
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
Springs.
"What are you going to do with
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
your freedom if you win this long batH. J. Mendenhall, Torrance.
tle?" was asked of him. "How are COUGHS THAT PREVENT SLEEP.
FAMOUS DYNAMITE CASE
j
Dr. Tannus, City.
These coughs are wearing and if
you going to use the rest of your life,
PROSECUTOR
STEPS OUT
Peter Henderson, New York.
they "hang on," can run one down
your time, energy and money?"
S. G. Samping, North Carolina.
But Thaw just looked wise and vir- physically and lower the vital resistOne-liTheodore de Veet, The Hague, Hol
lack leaf .
ance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
tuous and said not a word.
Stamp, not over 2
land.
His health is better than evjr. His 319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
Each additional line oh stamp
Ite
Frank W. Hope de Veet, The Hague
We borrow from the
New York color is good, his eve clear, his mind "I was greatly troubled with a bad
One-lin- e
and not ever 3
inches loaf . . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Holland.
His action is quick and his cough that kept me awake nights.
Press
instructive
the
following
Hol
history bright. decisive
The
E.
.Miss
Each additional line on stamp
13c
Hague,
Bersham,
He is given much Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
speech
a
of
head
of
cabbage:
land.
One-lin- e
a ad not ever S laches loaf .. .. 25c
liberty and walks five or ten miles aind Tar Compound completely cured
stamp, over $
farmis
a
The
head
small
grown by
J. O. Neafous, Las Vegas.
Sold by the Capital Pharmacy.
in the hills surrounding Concord.
Each additional line on same stamp
28c
er in Connecticut, who gets a cent day
L. S. Wilson, Raton.
One-li11.
to
It
Me
and a half for
first goes
tha THE MAN WHO NEGLECTS HIM- PRESIDENT TAKES ENTIRE
W. E. Kelly, Kansas City.
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
commission merchant, who lives on
Montezuma.
DAY FOR RECREATION
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
SELF.
Riverside drive, pays $20oo n year for
Dr. Tannus, City.
Pass Christian, Miss., Dec. 30. PresWhen his condition points to kidney
on Stamp count as two Hues).
A. H. Van Duzer, Elberton, (la.
his apartment, keeps an automobile trouble takes an unwise risk. Back ident Wilson, acting on the advice of
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 laches loaf
2Sc extra
Next. lie ache,
and spends 570.10 a year-- .
Henry' Essinger, EI Paso.
pain and soreness over the kid Dr. Carey T. Grayson, his personal
is sent to the wholesaler, who
Blanca.
Pena
sizes
Dellin
at
to
Baca,
Where
cabbage
used
Larger
proportionate prices.
type
npyS, nervous or dizzy spells,
poor physician, devoted the entire day to
lives on West End avenue, in f!n'leen. are all svinntnms that
J. P. Leese, Espanola.
din. recreation. The president rose early
over one-ha- lf
lack In ilza, w charge tar one Hoe for neb
C. L. Loftus. Espanola.
fisoo apartment, keeps an automobile appear with the regular use of Foley and went to the Mississippi Country
one-ha- lt
inch or fraction.
Red Franklin, Golden, Colo.
and spends $()Ouo a year. Thence the Kidnev Pills. Thev nut the kldnevs Club to play 18 holes of golf. A walk
Mrs. Fred Loomis, Minneapolis.
(cabbage goes to the jobber, who lives and bladder in a clean, strong and after luncheon and a motor ride with
DATES, ETC.
Miss fx)omis, Minneapolis.
in a $1500 apartment on upper Broad- - healthy condition. Sold by The Capi- - his family completed the president's
Local Dater any town and date, for
tncfe
We
Horace Moses, Santa Rita.
program.
way, keeps an automobile and spends al Pharmacy.
F. W. Osborn, Santa Rita.
From him the cabbage
$5000 a year.
50c
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
F. Hays aud wife, Las Vegas.
How' Thlsl
a
travels to the retailer, who lives in
J D. HAND RESIDENCE
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
htcn.... 35c
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReTom White, City.
DESTROYED BY FIRE
$700 apartment on a side street, has a
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year, 14 Inch.... 25c
A, B. Robertson, Albuquerque.
corner store tor which, he pays $2o ai t nis morning at pi o clock a nre ward for any case of Catarrh that
C. P. Sims, Louisiana.
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Defiance Model Band Dater
month rent, keeps two delivery wagons started in the house of the J. D. Hand
IM
G. B. Armstrong, Roswell.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
at a cost of $140 a month and spends ranch at Los Alamos, resulting in the
Facsimile Signature Rubber Jtatap aad Weed Cot
IJW
L. W. Sowards, Menassa, Colo.
We, the undersigned, have known P
f ''."CrO a year on his living. Finally the total loss of one of the most beautiful
FRANK C. DA1LEY.
Pearl Check Protector
H. B. Roeder, Albuquerque.
'cabbage gets to Mr. Ultimate Consum-ier- , and historic adobe residences in the J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
SELF-INKINOn the first of the year Charles W.
V. Jaramillo, El Rito.
believe him perfectly honorable In all
who lives in a
tene state, says the Las Vegas Optic.
Q
STAMP PADS.
T. A. Ezell, Mont Clair, Tex.
The fire started from an unknown business transactions and financially
Miller, who won national notice as the ment, rides in the trolley car or sub- 1
2 x 3 4, 25 eta ; 2
15 cts;
4,
x3
cts ;
prosecuting attorney for the govern- jKaVj spen(js all he 'can make or a lit origin ,and continued at a destructive able to carry out any obligations made
Nancy Drake, Warsaw, Mo.
2 4 x4
x 6, 60 cts ; 4
35 cU : 3
x 7 2, 71 cts;
O. F. Zottman, Albuquerque.
ment in me structural iron woraers ,ie more to Iive and pavg for that pace until the entire residence was by his Arm.
C. B. Stubblefleld, Albuquerque.
ruined.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
dynamite conspiracy cases, retires as nearj 0f cabbage 13 cents,
4 -4 x , 85 eta. All colors. Stat
d Ink, 25 cts per hattJe.
Bill Wilscn, Kansas City.
district, attorney fo rthe United States
Toledo O.
Through heroice efforts all the fur- Puzzle
find the cabbage head.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,
n. A. M. Willson, Albuquerque.
.
in Indiana. The appointment of Frank
.
niture was saved. The property be-,
,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
lh
.
M. C. Stevenson, Washington, D. C. C. Dailey. of Bluffton. Ind., as his sue-- ;
to Mrs. Hand, who is now inlnally, acting directly upon the blood
Dr. A. D. McMahon. Denver.
California. Mr. Hand is also out of loud mucous surfaces of the system.
cessor, has just been confirmed by
It will not pay you to watte your the state. The total loss is placed at Testimonials sent free.
S. Rael, Taos.
the senate.
Prion 75
time wrting out your legal forcnt $12,000 covered by insurance.
J. B. Chacon, Taos.
cents per bottle, Sold by all Drug- when you can get them already print
SANTA FE, NKW Mf.XJCO.
W. W. Forbes, La Jara, Colo.
gists.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
W. B. Begley, Morlarity.
New Mexican Want Ads. always
Take Hall's Tamily Pills for constt
P. W. Gariss, Duluth.
pany.
bring results, Try it.
Secretary of State and Mrs. Antonio declared that the floors of the new
Lucero and Miss Lucero gave a house home were ideal for this diversion.
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

For quick results,
little "WANT."
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Inter-louge- d
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PORTIN
PIGS,

AND

PUMPKINS

MINISTERS'
CALIFORNIA PASTORS
TIE OF UNIVERSAL

EXPERIMENT

DECEMBER

30, 1913.

t

TOW

ARE

RELIGION

TUESDAY,

MIGHTY

CLOSE,

PROVES.

"MINISTERS' WEEK" TO ESTABLISH STRONGER
CREATE
BROTHERHOOD BECAUSE "RELIGION HAS ITS ROOTS MIGHTY CLOSE TO THE

PUMPKIN."

Mm

Park spoke on "Racial Assimilation
Within Secondary Groups."
"The nationalizing tendency among
the negroes of this conrtry is the re-- l
suit of the white man's ostracism of
their black brother," Professor Park
said. He criticised the public ut- - j
terances of Senator Vardaman, of Mis-sissippl, and Governor Blease, of
South Carolina.
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have approvcii
filing systems, poii
typewriters, good paper
am' cartful stenographers,
but many arc unaware of
the need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later
bring.
He fortified against anv
possible disadvantage occurring from the use ol
wrong material, lake
advantage of the example
sot by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into

THE
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CARBON
PAPE1

The copies made are clean,
and distinct. The inks (black, blue,
purple, green and red) do not nil) tir biur. MijltiKoi'Y is clean f handle ami
Made
six
in
varieiies:
Tlie following list names the varieties
wonderfully
and gives manifolding powe r of each :
SECULAR FINISH

HARD FINISH

MultiKopy, Lt.Wt., 2Q; Medium, 8; Billing, 6

MultiK'opy, Lt.Wt., 16; Medium, 6: Billing, 4

Write for Free Sample Sheet
use It for 100 Utters. Montinn your naiue. firm's name (or school) and
dealer's mi in c in wntniK Ur bumpm.

Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons
4
H

f

e" without clounini! the type so as to show

Prize Pereheron submitting to preachers' first lesson in judging horse fiesh during "Ministers' Week" at California State University Farm. On left C. R. Fisher, prominent Sunday school worker, who regards innovation
as big step toward new bond between clergy and laity.
Davis, Calif., Dec. 30. Pigs and was designed to clarify and help solve
are big factors hi religion. these problems.
"Ministers should visit mill, shop
This is the verdict of 700 California
'ma mercantile establishment, as we
clergymen who recently spent mm- nv(? viBlted thia demollBtration farm,
isters' week" at the State University and get acquainted with the
here to familiarize themselves life of those who toil. Then the pastor
religion mio terms or
with the problems of their rural1""1"
oca 10"'
B tUe S""'lt,,Ul an" ma'
)
parishioners.
terial closer."
"The cost of living affects souls
of man race8 and a d(.nomnn.
even more than bodies, and ministers tlonS werf. 1he
attend-mus- t
concern themselves with that ants. They get up at sunrise,
helped
fact if they hope to retain their wi1h the milking and chores and kept
spiritual leadership," said C. It. Fish-- awake until midnight over the- rounder, general secretary of the State Sun-- ; table discussions. They slept In the
day School association.
jsludents' domilories, and were trans"The vitality of religion Is propor-- ported and boarded free.
tloned largely upon physical wellbeThere was a minimum of doxoloev
Ing, and the efficient pastor of today and a maximum of field work.
must understand industrial problems
The courses included the judging
'Ministers' week' at the State Farm of beef cattle and horses, selection of
,

six-da-

l"iaie

j

frocK-coate-

DDIMJl

DONNA

OF

THE

FILMS.

J

the paper.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS,

s
poultry, formation of soils,
lion,
citriculture, tuberculin
tests,
rural hygiene, dairying, forage, Incu
social
economics all
batlon, the
topics of vital concern to the farmer,
"Ministers' week" was first propos-fared by the Hev. R. L. Drexel, a country
clergyman, ana was eagerly grasped
by the University authorities
particularly Dean H. E. Van Horman, of the
University farm as a means of extending the influence of its agricultural department. It will be held annually or at least
"Truly, religion has its roots mighty
close to pumpkins," exclaimed one
minister in all devoutness.
And in the chorus of "amens" that
met. this nhaorvntlnn
una
d,n
promise of a new era of ministerial ao.
livity In the school and work a day

world.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
1

She is Leah Haird, the star of thu
Imp moving picture company, fciie
plays opposite Win. Shay in Universal
multiple reels.
Kvery once in a while her director decides that he has to have Scotland or England or the south of
France for background.
Well, he just tips off his star lea. I;
tells her to get ready, and away (lie
company goes.
Guess you have seen her a lot of
times.
SEX HYGEINE

YOUNG
WOMEN: NUMBER SURDISTINCTION IS BILL ESSSCK S the money.
The move was a good one, as Grand
PRISING.
-O- NLY CLUB PRESIDENT EVER RERapids went out and won the Central
The
of young women who
number
league flag.
LEASED BY HIS OWN MANAGER
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nerv- New

Mexican

irlng results.

Want
Try it.

ious spells, dull headache and weari
always ness is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, hut if
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as directed relief follows promptly, and
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. The Capital Pharmacy.

Ads.

For quick results,

little "WANT."
New

jriiie

LECTURES

IN CHICAGO

JMW'PI.miiliiw-'Ji,.V-

JJ-UI-

UNIQUE

Mexican

results.

Want
Try it.

j

Ads.

always

j

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it

Ads

always

SCHOOLS.

Chicago, Dec. 30. Sex hygiene lecthe big leagues, does not mean ability
to get the ball over the plate as much tures were delivered to 21,534 pupils
as it does to knack of kpeplng the in high schools and normal colleges
liiii wnere it eanilui ue nulluty slapped. hni-in November,, according to the
Huggins has lille use for Butler and report of Jirs. Ella Flagg Young, suDolan, two of the
Hue perintendent of schools, made niihlir
intends to play second himself, leav-jtodaTwo hundred and thirty pupils

ins ouiier wnnoiu a permanent as-- l.UB per cent of the membership, were
signment unless Houser fails. But excused on protests of their
if Houser conies through, the fans that they objected to the. lectnr-e- parents' '
would welcome a deal that would send
.Mrs. Young expressed a belief that
Butler, Dolan and a few others to an-- . the lectures were a success. Two thou- other club in exchange for a pitcher, sand three hundred and two women
who could take his regular turn on 'attended, compared with
670
men,
the hill, The most glaring weakness special sex lectures having been
"VINEGAR BILL" ESSICK.
to
the local club Is In the box,
adults
also, in the schools.
jlivered
The passing of Mike Mowrey will
President "Vinegar Bill" Kssick, of
be a distinct surprise to those
FRANCISC0 WANTS
Grand Rapids club in the Central
the
suns wno were positive a year ago
ONLY BANK ON COAST.
league, claims distinction as the only
that Huggins, then a debutante man- ager, would be able to handle the
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 30. Co- club owner ever released by his own
third sacker.
Mowrey operating with the banks of Los An- - manager.
didn't "get on" very well with Bres-- yelPR It ItPiimo lriinwn tnloir the tlio
Essick and Kd Smith are joint ownnahan, although he played better balljga Francisco clearing house associa- - ers of the Grand Rapids franchise, Es.w,
ue
n.r
iuu
nuggms.
Sn ii.hu
tioM seut t0 the treaBury department sick being the president and Smith
However, it was when Huggins sue- - last nighti a telegram U!.ging tnat 01)e the Manager. Both men are pitchers.
ceeded Bresnahan that the knowing resional reserve
bank for the entire Last summer Essick was slow roundones expected Mowrey to show im- Pat.iflc coast bG established in San ing into condition
and, as it was necand Mowrey had Francisco, which1 the telegram
provement.
essary to keep within the players and
roommates.- - They came here ScribeB as
the financial and commer-fro- salary limit, Manager Smith handed
Cincinnati and Huggins boasted cial ceIlter o the coa3tj an(1 that President Essick his release as a hurl-e- r
upon assuming managerial control oraiK.h bank8 be established in Los
and signed another man to pitch,
that he would be able to keep the Angeles and the northwest,
while Essick spent his time counting
third sacker within bounds. But alas,
Hug presumed too much. After one
year's effort, "the Cardinal manager
has fired his former pal and branded
FROM
ARK !
him a "trouble-maker.man
an
to
it
isn't
task
easy
Surely
age men.
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Their superiority
is recognized all
over the World
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Madame Lotta
Special correspondence.
"You will ruin your career.' said
friends of Mme. Lotta Ashby Othick,
when she quit concert Binging in New
York, two years ago to sing in the
moving picture theaters of the north-west at the highest salary ever paid
a singer at the "movies" up to that
time.
"Oh, no, I won't," said Lotta, "I will
the people who go to moving pic- shows to demand the best sing-

KNOCKS OUT
RODEL IN NINTH ROUND
Ashby Othick.
New Haven, Con., Dec. 30. Jess
!ers and the best music, and besides, 1
will be drawing steady pay, and you Willard, of Kansas, knocked out.
Rodel, of South Africa, in the
can't do that as a concert singer, you George
ninth round of a scheduled twenty- know!"

j

round bout here last night.
The
knockout blow was a right uppercut j
to the jaw.
Willard weighed In at. 225 pounds,
while Rodel weighed 190. After the
first two rounds there was no question
of Willard's superiority.
Twice he
sent the Boer to the mat for the count j
of nine and once for the count of one.
Rodel did most of the leading while
ment where he was considered a reg- Willard remained on the defenshe.
HUGGINS NEEDS A
Last night's bout was the first
curvist. He Is, though almost a
twenty-rounGOOD PITCHER NOW ular
fight scheduled in the
finished product and should prosper east since
day, 1901
Thanksgiving
those clubs that show a weak when Young Corbett knocked out TerSt. Ixniis, Mo., Dec. 30. Cardinal against
ness for portside tlingers. Sallee, on
McGovern al Hartford.
fans who were pleased to learn that the other hand, is equally effective ry
handed
swatters.
team
had
rid
his
against right
Manager Huggins
AMERICA CUP DEFENDER
malcontents are begin- of
But it is the pitching staff which
TO BE NAMED DEFIANCE.
now
wonaer
me
wnat
small will worry Huggins again next seamng to
Dec. 20. "Defiance" is
Maine,
Bath,
will
do
for pitching talent son, unless the Cardinal manager can
manager
name selected for the yacht to be
the
next campaign. With the exception snare another hurler of rank. Too
built here as a possible defender of
of George Suggs, the Cincinnati dis much should not be expected of Doak,
America's cup next summer by a syn-card, Huggins has only one seasoned even though he did show well at the dicate of New
York, Philadelphia and
pitcher and, fortunately, he is a c,ar. wlndup last season. Doak lacks big Boston
yachtsmen.
Harry Sallee, of Higginsport, who league experience and his inexpervon almost half of all the victories ience surely will handicap him. Perscored by the Cardinals last season, ritt, who in no wise prospered last RACE ORGANIZATION
OF NEGROES PREDICTED.
probably will be asked to shoulder season, looked every bit as good as
the burden again next campaign. Doak in the fall of 1912, only to fizzle
Minneapolis, Dec. 30. Social condi
as much- more must be expected of out in the heat of championship race, tions in the Vnited States are tending
Sallee than Hug can hope to get from
Experience is one thing a pitcher to develop in the negro a racial con- the recruits Polly Perritt and Boll must have. A wise, finished catcher sciousness and to organize a negro
Doak.
can do a lot of good; but if the effer-- nationality, declared Robert P. Park,
Of course, Rube Robinson, late of vescent young hurler Insists on split- - professor of sociology of the Univer-tinthe pan after he has the batter sity of Chicago, today, before the
Pittsburg, is a southpaw of great
promise, but Robinson, even last year, in the hole, something Perritt persist American Sociological society, which
while with a first division club, bad ed in doing all last year, there is only is meeting here jointly with the Amersot reached that stage of develop-- , a sum cnance ol success. Control, in ican Economic association. Professor
!

-

She made good,
Moving picture shows in Seattle and
Portland, Ore., where Mme, Othick has
'sung, provide better music today than
is found on many vaudeville circuits.
She is still singing in the movies-te- ach
not ragtime, bnt the highest class
lads and grand opera selections.
j
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Cut down the lead
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Cut down the

"guesswork
Shoot. the speed shells and
watch your field and trap aver
age climb.
The steel lining gives the speed grips the powder charge with
just that compression needed to put all the drive of the explosion
behind your load.
And with Expart Factory landing, you're Hire of the Mme
speed a uniform ipread of pattern m each and every shell.
Shoot Arrow and Nitro Club Heel lined Expert Factory Loaded Shells (or
peed plus pattern m any make oi shotgun.

Remington

299 Broadway

Anns-Unio-

n

,t

Metallic Cartridge Co.

Naw York City

Will
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IMPORTANT
, TRACHOMA
AND "T. B."
TELEGRAPH
.
DAMAGE CASE REVERSED, j
AND
AMONG INDIANS HAS
A telegraph
., IVc. 30.
BEEN OFTEN DISCUSSED.
Albany, X.
AUTISTIC
XMAS GIFTS
company Is not responsible for errors
wade in a message unites they are the Local Indian Officials Say That No
Bras6 Electric Reading
Hammered
.
..
....
DC m
u,c rU, iLa,rpSi Hand WrougM Si,ver pe.
r.vQ i
court ot appeals held today.
nEstablishing Those Camp Hospitals rf1t.
c... III uMtllMIMCI CU nDKtoB
"'ii0 - -. J r wtto
Din
was
in
case of
The opinion
On the Reservation.
Letter Racks, Paper Cut- jand
Copper,
M.
Weld
and coni)any, cotton '
Stephen
"
Rocker Slotters, Hammered Cal- jters,
broilers, iipainst tho Postal Telesrapli
Wlien asked about llie staiMliiiu UnM,r t; p,,.!,. iai-- l. d
ui.i I
Weld save an operator a Bl. ,.,.,,,. vt.f.(JIlfiv
company.
tYnm
lu.j ... u J .,
.
,
message to sell 20,0ut) bales ol cotton wuci,
ti,.,i t,..,n,,., n,ro.,i,. " i vwppci -- no Bran oow.s
ana i rays,
fVvin,, m
.h.m
l.t n
.
make tne imltan uinitt and me wniln Belt Pins. Bar pins, Hat Pins, Candle
thus nfiiet-- i lllKue to , lliln 1()(.al ,ndinil ot. Sticks.
.error it was sold at ,
Special 'orders made on short
Ueclared that, during the past Inotice.
V.7 ,Y
m
r .

CRAFTS!

IARTS

Bath 'Flange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Washington Avenue. Price, per month
Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenu- eThree Months, (No Children). Prioe, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Locctlon, Bath,
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
45.00
House,

........

j

GOODS

t.uo.

THIS

SPECIALS

WEEK'S

MEN'S AND BOYS'

,,,'". (,,,

!,.

O. C. WATSON & CO.

rLLSELMMJIW
READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUIIS AND OVERCOATS
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $ II. 95 worth $18.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
;ases. I lie court or appeals sent, tno trnctlionm and "T. II." anions the In
LINDHARD1
case back on error. A second jury! dians
thu pale faces in
and
anions
125 Palace Avenue.
gave Weld $36,684.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE
of the southwest have been
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
In reversing this verdict today, the parts
The jjovermiM'iil has
often
discussed.
court of appeals explained that proof
been trying; to set, the Indian on to TWO CHILDREN FOR
of .gross negligence would be necesPhone, 189 J.
SALE PRICE $3000.
to warrant giving Wet.T a ver-- farms and away from sluTy pueblo
sary
St. Louis, l.iec' :,). "For Sale: To'
l.onses.
1 1 9 San Francisco
:
:
Santai Fe, New Mexico.
diet.
St.,
,
I. llie
1'rum tile report of tlx. senate com- whom it may concern:
INSURE WITH IIAUVARD AND REST CONTENT.
::::
mittee, it appears that the idea of esStephen (!odo, will sell my
I
H
IH
tablishing a central sanitarium in daughter, Margaret, ij years old for
and my son, Stephen, Jr.,
New Mexico lo l!ht tile while plague
among die Indians 1ms been abandon j;years old, for $ihiii, to any person
ho will give llieni a ood hour ."
id. Instead the immediate establishSOCIAL CALENDAR.
34
8
inoni of camp hospitals in the reserva
was insert. .! h.
This
December.
THE BEST ANY MAN' CAN HAVE
the local newspapers today by a widTuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude Al- tions is recoinnieniled.
Itiflolit tutivvrt enriiini) miH til rftltk
"We have received no orders yet re ower, who is earning $111 a week as
Stone Cell Houseat the Penitentiery will convince yon of the
He says he is
pany will give concert at Scottish garding the camp hospitals." Indian a ealtle slaughterer.
necessity of protection. LET IS ILRMS1J I HA T PRUTFCTH.'N NOW
olticials here declared today, and just unable to care for the two children,!
Rite Cathedral, (8:30 P. m.)
New
is
Year's
31.
Dec.
'but
to
of
what
will
the
be
delails
the plan
unwilling
Wednesday,.
part with thein
B.
Eve Dance at Do Vargas hotel, ',be- - we do not know.''
without recompense.
9:30
p. m.l
gins
AGED COLORADO PEACE
RURAL CREDITS NEXT
January.
JRooms 8 and 9, Capital City Dank BuildinSanta Fe,N
OFFICER DIED TODAY.
SUBJECT OF LEGISLATION
Thursday, Jan. 1 C.overnor and
iFiT'S REAL ESTATE. IIAV WAROHAS IT? '
2
to
from
will,
Mrs. McDonald
receive
Colorado Springs, Colo.. Dec, 3u.
Execu5 p. in. New Year's Day at the
Washington, D. ('., Ik'c. :!, liural Kankin Scott Teller, aged 87 years.
tive Mansion.
credit legislation will be one of the El Paso county's first sheriff, tho terGoodfellow-shiThe
first questions before congress soon ror of desperadoes who roamed the
Thursday. Jan.
Club will hold banquet at night after it. reassembles, January 12. The roekies in the
early CDs, riled at the
at the Montezuma hotel.
commission which investigated rural Myron Stmt ton home at 4: 3D o'clock
Hall at Armory credit
Thursday, Jan.
prreations abroad, announced this morning. The man who had
for First Kegiment, Hand.
that bill was being prepared, em- laughed at death hundreds of times
today
Friday, January 2. Dance at the bracing the more important recom- when he matched nerve and wits and
Elks horn.'. (9p. m.)
niendations of the report now before unerring aim with the most desperate
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Friday, Jan. 9 Violin recital by President Wilson. Hills introduced in l'iminuls known In the west, died
i. u. ieno, scou.sn mie
i10M1M, of congress will form the from enlargement of the heart result(il'alibasis of the administration's effort to ing from nephritis.
9.
Mutt
he
play
Friday, January
wv! ,ttwg supplementary to
and Jeff" at the Kilts theater.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the test
,tIH KP11P1..,, lmnkini, inflation, lo re- - AEROBOAT IS TO BE TRIED
violin
20"Heriot
-A
ON COMMERCIAL
Tuesday, Jan
BASIS
,HVp muinci.,, ron(litl(jns for Ule fiu.m.
of Satisfaction (iuaranteed.
.
I.
bcolttsh
L.
Tello.
recital by rof.
Tampa. I'll... Dec.
Rite Cathedral.
a
is
to
on
tain
be
transportation
working capital.
begun
Friday, Jan. 30 Third of the 1914
The. commission will make its report commercial scale between Trunin and
104 DON UASPER ST.
Telephone 0 W
violin recitals by Prof. I. 1... Tello,
St.
the..1
soon
as it has received
Petersburg, Fla., January 1. Three
public as
.Scottish Kite Cathedral.
in
will
he
put
approval of the president, Hoon nfter hydroplanes
operation
his return from the south.
by a, private corporation under the .
A. If. Van nuzer, of Klherton, Ga..
Everything In Hardware.
of
rection
Tony .laiinus. Ihe airman,
is at Ihe Montezuma.
The towns are twenty-twmiles apart ,
ZABERN SCENE OF
be
will
not
W.
Mrs.
j
11.
Frank
WM.
ILFELD.
W.
LUUWIO
Clancy
WICKHAM
j
by two
ANOTHER TOY PLOT. and separated
bays. The
homo
afternoon.
tomorrow
at
Berlin, Dec, "'). Investigation at schedule calls for about a mile a minC. B. Stubblefield. the well known Zazern show ed
today that the two ute. The company claims to have
oil salesman, is again in the city.
shots said to have been tired on Sat- enough bookings from commuters lo
The Auction Bridge club met. yes- urday by an unidentified ciyilan at a keep the three boats busy.
terday at the home of Mrs. Leslie Gil sentry were discharged from a toy
lette.
pistol with which a boy was playing, QUEEN MOTHER SOFIA
OF SWEDEN DIES TODAY.
The military party has been utiliz
Fanl A. K. Waller Is at his desk
Stockholm, Sweden, Dec. SO. Queen
again in the Old Palace after visiting ning tins supposedly grave incident as
lot h er Sonhla ol' Sweden died here
t.itifirilnn fnf at.oo,.t moo
San Diego and fxis Angeles.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinus, Loan
In her seventy-eighttoday
the
year. She
by
troops.
on real estate and othe securities.
If you have money to
Airs. Fred
and .Miss Loomis
Money
The sentry, who was reported to ,ltl(1 suffered acutely for several days
of Minneapolis, Minn., are sightseers
loan list it with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
to an attack of
succumbed
have
was
death,
narrowly
escaped
registered at the Montezuma.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
high class security call on me.
in front of the barracks former-- ! "nation of the lungs.
ew
H. IT. Dorman lias gone to
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
The late queen mother was a piin- ly occupied by the 09th infantry
York City to visit friends. He is exwater.
which was the cause of the recent ;C(1SS 01 Nassau and was married at
Room 24
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Telephone 194 W.
pected home in a few days.
Wiesbaden to the late king Oscar II,
trouble at Kabern.
reTELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Ken.
O. X. Marron, state treasurer,
in June, 18T7. The royal couple celNew Mexico.
Fe,
turned to Albuquerque last night after
ebrated their golden wedding anniver
KANSAS GAS CO. GOES
Fe.
in
Santa
the
day
spending
TO STATE RECEIVERS' sary in J!tu7. just six iiiouthH before
Frank Butt, formerly of this city,
Kansas City, Dec. no. An order, King Oscar's death.
Is
now
located at Albuquerque,
but,
turning over the physical properties
spending a few days in the city.
j
returned of the Kansas Xatitrul f.'as company,!
Miss Grace Williamson
UET
within the state of Kansas, on .Innu- YOU'LL WANT
yesterday from HI Paso where she
1, to the receivers for the com- in
ary
the
had spent Christmas with friends.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
Frank W. Hope de Veet, Theodore pany. appointed by the state courts, morning with Thomas Ranch
(NEW MEXICAN PEJJTING CO,
de Veet and Miss E. Bersam, tourists was made iiy Judge Smith AlcPherson Sausage for Breakfast. Alldro-cersin the federal court in Kansas City,
Local Agents 1'ur
from The Hague, Holland, are at the
call THE RIO GRANDE
Kansas, today. The order is In ao-- !
De Vargas.
a
with
cordance
made
decision
several
LIVE STOCK CO.. Phone 74 J.
Hack and Baggage Lines.
of Albuquerque,
Stable ReG, A. M. Wilson,
cir- rpnrpspntiiitr
tbp Onfiflpntfil IJfft In- weeks ago by the United States
Best Rigs you can
of
ill
St
Paul
collrt
up
appeals
...nn rnmnnnv i snen.linu- a few!cllit
"Elastic" Bookcase
holding a decree of the federal distTWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES.
PROMPT SERVICE.
days in the city.
court
which
ordered
rict
receivers apand Desk combined.
Mrs. Theo. Corrick will not be at
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
heme tomorrow and alter the 1st of pointed by Federal Judge Pollack to
A Desk Unit with few ot
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
the year will only he at. home on the surrender the gas company's affairs
to state receivers.
many Book Units as desired.
1st Wednesday of each month.
Tbe only perfect combination BUSS
The properties ordered transferred
V. W. Clancy, attorney general, left
desk and bookcase ever made,
THROAT
EYE, EAR NOSE
at $10,000,-are
valued
receivers
the
by
KI
will
Roomy, convenient, attracPaso, where he
yesterday for
00 0.
tive. We wani to show you
take up again the boundary ease beCity Bank Building.
Capital
its
advantages and possitween Texas and Xew Mexico.
MAY PERSUADE
bilities.
Ci II, write or photu
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Grassa, of WIFE
thetsr.
us about it
SURRENDER OF MEN
OFFICE HOURS )
p.'S."
Edith, Colo., are visiting Mrs. Grassa
DOlKgTHE RTCHTTHINq
Ky., Dec. 30. The plea
mother, Mrs. E. Call, and their son ol" Pineville,
the wife of "Happy Jack"
William Grassa. at 242 Palace Avenue.
Santa Fe.N.M. Phone 52 J.
VJt: HAVE MADE OURS
leader of the Hendrickson
Little. Misses Edna and Florence
BY HOT ABUSING THE
of
who
are
mountaineers,
Earnest are entertaining a number jelan
of their little friends this afternoon at besieged in an abandoned mine near
CONFIDENCE OFOU&
the residence of their parents, Mr. here, may cause the fugitives to surMrs.
render today.
Hendrickson
and Mrs. Howell Earnest.
IL AUffiCTS
KAUNE
GO.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Gray re- learned that preparations were being
turned yesterday from a month's vaca- made to smoke out. the clan and
be
a
asked
she
first
chance
that
given
tion spent in Denver. Mr. Gray is
OUR, PATRONS
district engineer for Arizona and Xew to talk to her husband and beg him Where Quality Governs the Price
to
and his followers
surrender.
Mexico In the hydrographlc work.
and Price the Quality
Additional guards were thrown
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Megill, of
mine
about
the
today.
who
visitbeen
have
Poeatello, Idaho,
ing at the home of their daughter, U. S.
COULD GET FINGER
Mrs. Kobert Stevenson,
during the
IN PIE FOR THE TRYING.
holidays, left yeBterday on their homo
Peking, Dec. 30. Hints have been
Journey,
thrown out here that if the United
States desired it would be favored
MOUING DAY IS NEAR with an ample share of the railroad
contracts now being distributed as
ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!
The first pf the year many people part of the Chinese government's
of
the
the
for
development
plait to get comfortably located for the scheme
care of your
country. Regrets are expressed in Let
year.
no represenI have
many very desirable furnish- influential quarters is that
"WhaMo-eaUorrv"
tative of America
among the numWE ARE NOT DEPENDING ON GOOD LUCK. WE ARE MAKING GOOD ed and unfurnished cottages and fur- erous concession Beekers at
present In
rooms' for light housekeeping
AND TAKING A CHANCE ON WHAT HAPPENS. IF WE PLEASE YOU nished
Tell us
Groceries you
Peking.
AND GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY'S WORTH WE CAN'T HELP BUT SUC- that can be had now if taken quickly.
need
we'll
CEED. ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR-LON- Large. 10 room modern house, close in, SUSPECT IS HELD IN
-tin
$50.00.:
YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT US THE KINDS THAT
ROBERTS MURDER CASE.
BEST STAND THE TEST. WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, 5 room modern cottage, near Palace
"The Studebaker idea has been in our family for
Pueblo. Colo., Dec. 80. Held as a
AND WE KNOW WE CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
avenue, $20.00.
suspect for the murder at Cripple
sixty years. We have never thought of buying any
5 room modern cottage on Palace Creek yesterday of Philip Roberts, Jr.,
other kind of a wagon."
SUGGESTIONS:
WOOD-DAVIS
HARDWARE COMPANY.
a well known rancher
and mine
avenue, $25.00.
"it's true, we're continually being offered other
5 room modern cottage
on Lincoln owner, Jennie Tajore is locked up in Turkey, Cranberries,
costing a little less, with lots of promises as to
wagons
"IF IT'8 HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
PHONE 14
the police station here. The woman
Mince Meat, Grape Fruit,
avenue. $?2.50. "
what they will do. But we kntO n our family what a
4 nice living rooms on Plaza, snap was arrested on a description furnishStudebaker wiil do. A few dollars difference in price
Oranges, California Grapes,
ed the local police after it is alleged
at $12.00.
doesn't mean much. It's the service a wagon gives
Imported
Malaga Grapes,
bhe had fled from Cripple Creek. Ber5 rooms-neathat we consider most."
capital, good condition, tillion measurements of tne
Raisins, Nuts, Candy,
prisoner
no bath, $18.00.
"Long service for a fair price means more every
were sent to the authorities of CripCigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
time than short service for a few dollars less."
6 rooms modern, near capital, suitable
Creek.
The
believe
the
police
ple
UNITED STATES BANK
GO.
for two small families, $30.00.
"That's why we stick to Studebnkcr and 'Stick to Studewoman may be the "Mexican Jennie"
baker' is a pretty good motto for a man who uses wagons."
5 rooms very modern and close In, mentioned in the case.
Try
"Studebaker wagons are built of good stuff. They're made
nicely furnished, $30.00.
Monarch or Richelieu
right by people who've had years and. years of experience in
2 large front, rooms, very desirable BUDAPEST BANKER
making them right people who are trusted the world over."
Canned Peas
"Studebaker wagons last, because they're made to last"
ENTERS U. S. UNDER BOND.
and convenient with or without
"Look out for the dealer who tells you his wagon is just aa
They are better than the
JtlllltllMtHttllflMIHlllltllMllltlHIIIIIlltlitiiiiitlllllllMIHIIIIIIHIIIIHilHIHIIIIIIIIHINItllllltlllltl
heat.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30. Emil
That's my advice after a good deal of
good as a Studebaker.
French Imported.
2 large rooms and summer kitchen, Serkowitz, the banker of Budapest,
and the experience of all of my people. You get a
experience
I
detained by the immigration authoriclose in, $11.00.
Studebaker and you've got a safe investment.'
ties at Ellis Island because of his duel3 large furnished
rooms for light
IHUmMIMIIIIHIIIMmimiMtMIIIIIMtHHtHHillHIIUII
IIIHIUlUUIUIIIIIIIMIHIMII.r
Sec out Dealer or writt at.
ing exploits in Austria Hungary, was
housekeeping, $12.00.
KAUNE
&
GO.
ordered
admitted
the
by
President.
department
. LAUGHI.IN,
E.
Cashier.
JW.
GRIFFIN,
STUDEBAKER
South Bend, IncL
3 large furnished rooms for light of labor
today under a bond of $500.
SEW YORK
CHICAGO
D JULIAS
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
J. B. LAMY,
housekeeping, $10.00.
The condition of the bond is that SerMINNEAPOLIS
SALT
LAKH
CITY
SAM FBAHCISCO
PORTLAND, ORE.
Prlcru
Many very desirable rooms In pri kowitz shall leave the United States Where
vate residence for risht parties.
j within one month of his admission.
Qua v

MRS. W.
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Matter
the mover
troubles at Calumet
eulniinattnu

with the strike
in connec
t!i- t'H' most .It nk.rable tilings in recent years.
and
mav be. the; orinkm held generally of this man Moyer,
WhniPvi-has
in
he
wnhic.h
manner
operated
in
the
been
have
however culpable he :ns.y
attack upon him
In the aftair. the notion of those who' are responsible for the
cannot be condoned.
r.. fi.i nf in..lolrahlB citizen" which was given to Moyer by Theodore
correct
lie was president, has been generally accepted as the
Jdaho matter
the
with
connection
his
since
man
of
the
one and the actions
in
have not oeen such as to Inspire confidence on the part of the people
of

po...u

ui..-

u,..vli'

general.

At)

o;

j

.
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11 i
il'e Mnrreasfnl metliod ot procedure to meet wrong doing with
of Moyer, in speech, is!
1he same weapon and (lie violence shown on the part
.
.,
Inn nn the nart of the citizens or the
act
r...
nt
me
iiiunv iui
noi
officers at Calumet.
is going
These ionium are readmit; a crisis in this country and there
wrong to
'Mont you know it's
with them.
10 be a new and mere satisfactory method of dealing
little brother cry?"
make
your
is
not
the
and
The new spirit is not the spirit of toleration with wrong
'Huh, 1 ain't making him cry. I
one
one of standing bat k or the labor agitations, right or wrong, but it is
hit him 'in de nose, but he don't
only
a
and
of bringing a muwr approach to both social and industrial justice
to cry about it if he don't want
have
so long
desire to draw iu'o closer understanding the elements that hae been

m...

to."

at variance.

business men often find it advisab le to increase their banking facilities,
by opening additional accou nts or by changing their banking con
nections.
We place at the disposal of su ch persons our equipment which is
most complete for the transaction of any and all financial affairs.
We Invite accounts subject to check, and our policy is invariably to
give first consideration to the bank ing needs of our patrons. We pay 4
per cent on inactive funds deposite d on our Certificate plan, and invite
depositors, to avail themselves of our facilities ,'or issuing drafts for
the transmission of money to all p arts of the World. Telegraphic transfers of money are also made by us.
We shall value any business w e may receive. We take this oppor- tunity of extending to all our patro ns our best wishes for a successful
and prosperous year,

either
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and the
the toothsome beefsteak
tasty mutton chop. Perhaps it would
be a good idea to turn in and grow
more mushrooms and fewer sirloins
to even up the balance a bit. Carlsbad Argus.
Stone Age Arguments.
If the Democrats in office have
been dishonest or incompetent give
us the details, just as me traveling
auditor gave the details of such
transactions in San Miguel and Eddy
counties and the peoplo are willing
to give it proper consideration, but no
sensible person is going to believe that
one office is well managed because a
Republican is in it and another badly,
because a Democrat is in it. Such at
tempts at arguments belong to the
stone age. Raton Reporter.

spoiled for use. The loss falls on the
mnnaeer as no one is going to pay for
what he did not get. Some more fruit
No one
is opened. It looks spoiled.
wants any of it. The manager has it
left on his hands.
Pay day conies. This one and that
one cannot pay just then and won't
the manager just pay the bill and the
delinquent ones will pay him in a few
days. The days go by. They don t
pay. Somebody has been most beautifully stuck. It is the mauager. He
has had enough. He withdraws from
the
buying association
and swears that he will never try that
kind of thing again and becomes the
strong adherent of the home grocer.
Honest, is not that about the way
the cooperative buying turns out? 1
never did any of it, but I'll bet those
exwho have, will recognize the
perience. Especially the manager.
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The Montezuma Hotel
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Culsint and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

THEY'RE
AND

THE

I

INSURANCE

Majestic Cafe

By HERBERT QUICK.
$
(i
(Author "On Board the Good Ship $
I!
SANITARY
THE
Earth,'' "When Glory Ceased.")
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
SHORT OBDER RESTRURHHT
Enterprise Association).
The debates in congress as to
REGULAR MfcsALS.
whether or not times are hard conOpen
Day and
of
collection
polithe
stitutes
linest
ticians' gabble which the couutiy has
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
been nauseated with for some time.
Parties.
Of course, times are hard. Every- 1 Special Dinner
body knows that. The sickening thing
is that the Republicans seem to be tryROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
ing to make them harder in order to
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

i

Night.

I

The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is

the cheapest, and

ALWAYS SEE

,,,

quest
gatives of the state itself?
It looks as if the president needed to put a siring on his secretatry of
in the smashing
labor, as well as a muzzle, or get one who is not quite so free
of precedents and party inheritances.
"

-

"

t

THE TRUE BASIS

trusts.
There are two things which the plain folks want from the
are:
They
CD
Better pay and fairer treatment of the workers; and
Better public service at lower rates.
!)
Unless a trust busting program delivers these results, and that rather
who might, in despair of legal
quickly, we fancy there are many Americans
in land. You
methods, want to adopt Pancho Villa's remedy for monopoly
remember that, of course. He just took the land and divided it. His act
it
shocked the legalists, but it showed what is the matter in Mexico; and
us as a warning.
ought to be near and plain enough to serve
inIn the boasted telephone trust 'surrender'' there isn't a thing wh'eh
sures either higher pay to the workers or lower rates to the public.
cost of simply
Privilege gets away with all its "fat" and at the easy
law.
to
the
no
defy
longer
promising
If deceived
A few more such "victories" and the AVilson administration,
into halting at such impotent conclusions, will be undone.
and
The way to raise pay and improve service is to cut out inflation
an administration at Washoperate for public Instead of private good. When
will stay done and
ington gets that done it will get done something that
of our ever having
something which will indefinitely postpone the possibility
to fall back on the Pancho Villa way.
0

Of course the Wall Street Journal sees a decrease in the Progressive
Journal do not Influence to any
strength But the views of tlie Wall Street
the ones who are going to do
are
and
C.
P..
of
the
they
those
great extent
the talking and the voting a little later on.
0

is shy 500,000 babies. Maybe when
and quit bomb
the women of England get through with the suffrage issue
to this matter and aid in making good the
ing. they will turn their attention

Ixrd Roseberry savs that England

deficit.

0

an exhaustive explana
Vice President Marshall does not need to go into
It does not
tion as he is doing, about his going onto the lecture platform.
not.
really make so much difference whether a vice president is present or
to be amused.
An expert on the things of the farm says that hens need
or a movie show if they
It would be worth while to institute a hen's vaudeville,
would consent to lay a little more as a result of it.
.

n

he does
Huerta does not seem to like the policy of Admiral Fletcher, but
not seem to dislike it enough to disregard it.!
n

vacation.
Bryau is going to Florida to spend his
was a winter Chautauqua In Florida.

We didn't know there

........

THE EDITORS.
not failed entirely,
sown by mother had not failed to bear
Texas The Place.
some fruit. Then there was the sister
If the Mexicans are really hunting
She
who had been away to school.
was some pumpkins too. Her head trouble. Texas is the best place In the
was full of the things she had been world to find it. Gallup Independent.
'
Nothing Gained.
learning at the big school and the
Nothing is gained by precept alone.
younger kids looked at her with a sort
of awe. Since then the days have You must convey with it a conviction
Without
changed wholly and the ones who of your own earnestness.
and sincerity of purpose all effort you
were kids have become grown-up- s
the father and the mother have gone have made is lost. Clovis Journal.
Those Resolutions.
over there, and the reunions are over.
Perhaps you have made some resoIt is all a memory now
It is good to hear those who are lutions for the year 191.4, but take it
still having these reunions tell of into consideration, that 1914 Is just as
them, though, and we who have been long as was 1913. Resolutions are
through it know what a great happi- usually made this morning after the
ness it is. They are indeed holy days. night before, when in fact they should
made at 12 m., when the sky is
Buying.
plan of clear. Raton Reporter.
The
Is Hard Luck.
buying has been somewhat popular in
some places for years past and It has
state
officers are iu hard luck.
The
grown to be quite a fad. When peo- State iHltnr Si.rirent tins been flznr- In
too
much
are
paying
pie think they
,ng u Qut and declare8 that the Btate
home town they get together and wU, nQt
,n fte
e
h mo
they Iwill not be put upon longer!
v salaries in full for
IntnUv
A.
t.l
I..
Wa
HUUj Will UII.V 111 Ui&
iwia J'""J
at least another year.'. It does not ap- ......
,
,.
,,,
Ward or Sears, Roebuck utrtiL
Montenmerv
"
a ouui
"
ill
iiiai lucic
tngc i
'
,
& Company.
v.
ri,luH,u,,i- .
,
,
They appoint a manager or buyer
and make out a big list of things that
can be purchased so cheap you know did
after election.-Ixrds- burg
just
,
and then wait Impatiently for the ar- j
rival of the goods.
Up To Congress.
They come at last and ihe
Economy will help along for the
are called to meet and see the
fine display
They open a barrel of next year or possibly longer. Theapples first. One of the purchasers country must go tnrougn reaajust
does not think they are up to grade ment, and present indications are that
and refuses to take a share in them. those holding the money bags will
draw the strings pretty tight until
They do not look at all good. Knock
number one for the manager. Then the situation relieves itself or conto relieve.
does
foods
gress
breakfast
something
of
box
a
open
they
and begin the distribution. One of Taos Recorder.
soComplain About It.
the members of the
Town people complain about the
of
ciety says she did not order any
that stuff and so will not take the high price of meat ln this country,
share that is alloted to her. They but until they eat less of it and more
open the sugar. In lifting it out one meat is produced and the feed which
of the helpers drops it and the sugar it takes to produce it Is cheaper, we
Is spilled on the floor and a lot of it can see no chance for lower prices ot
rf
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FRANK M. JONES,
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La Salle Hotel

Office United States Bank Buifdin;
(FIRST FLOOK)
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j CHARLeTmnN, Prop'r f

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanles.good protection
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Rooms en suit with

private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.
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$250,000.00.
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CONGRESS IS SILLY.

IN

NATIONAL
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NOT BE A PANIC
OF

FIRST
CAPITAL.

All He Could.

There is what is called a home for
Incurables in the city of Philadelphia.
It is where those are taken who have
been injured and can never recover
and who must have care. The other
day a search was being made for a
boy who had a hand in helping this
institution. Once there was a lady
going along the street and she saw a
little chap about seven years old tagging street cars as they moved down
the track. She stopped and told him
of the institution with which she was
connected and explained that she
would not want to see him brought
into that place all mangled up from
an accident caused by being so
about, the tracks of the cars. He
listened 'f the storv and the tears
I'iime mil) ins eyes. He reached into
a dirty tittle pocket ana iook out a
penny and gave it to the lady and ask- fi her to give it to the institution
with which she was connected and
'be promised not to tag the cars any

'ML.

AND READJUSTING THEIR AFFAIRS IN PREPARATION FOR
ACTIVITIES OF THE NEW YEAR

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

The. sympathy of the people of the country has never been with the.
strife-stirrintalk or the leaders;
men of the Mover stripe anil the loud and
THE BYSTANDER
to J
ol' his kind is not popular with the citizens who want right and justice
SEES IT.
ore vail.
witli the violent action at
On the other hand there can be.. no sympathy
..... n.
..
.
.....1 ti...... nnt
the men who wel l to tlie lenguis 01 inose in ine t annuel tun. a..u l,,
care-lles- s
ntmseir.
had
as
class
put
Holy Days.
same
already
Moyer
themselves in the
,
nre
V,..,,.
Immou
,.ll
tlil
i
..
...
....
,
uem
In the course he took,
tie nas
He was
7,i,n,H- - l
,attf.r connected with the labor questions, but the ones who have long been separatuiui
inv
j"
the wrong done by him must not he met IIV wrong 011 uie pail Ol muse nun en, lugrinei ttftuiu
there is in the reunion.
were aggrieved by his method of procedure.
r
na time
'P..
tilings
chart...... ..
Let law and order prevail and justice be meted out through these
i
ihiu- - nf
omy
wis.
we too, were enjoj-inhe times when
.
.
, ..
....... oil
lliiroe iiirciiiigo c.iu ni f
more.
I am glad for those who can
FAR
together.
GOING
Then the two parted. The woman
Tn ti,.,
.,.mnn man who desires to be a student or anairs anu m uuk be having once more the pleasures jtool; the penny to the home and told
come
who
and
the
and
a
days
and
of
such
fairness,
of
time,
justice
from
the standpoint
.
the storv One of the raaniurers want- at the public questions
and back
as they do to others who
,,,, ,
,,
wants to see things done in order ami within the rights of citizens
in the have been
through the same
states the threatened visit of William II. Wilson, secretary of labor
oentg for ,t. with this ten cents some
to perience and we see again the days of
of the chdren made
investment In
cabinet or President Wilson, looks like a bit of usurpation and an attempt
the long ago with the sweetness of it some productB and 1hey were B0,d at
get into a business which is not his.
and
thei
the
of
meeting
did not adtt to his reputation with and the joy
8ma) proflt mi
reinvestmen,
Secretary Wilson, in bis Siattle talk,
that the happy faces of the ones who have Roon mad(j fhe ppnny advance ,,Uo dol,
tlie thinking people of the country and did not give them a feeling
rest
the
while
been home all the time,
:,arg jnsfpad Qf cpntg ,t rpached lnlo
of labor.
right man was in the right place in the department
what he of us have wandered. They come back th(J flfty.dolar elasSi and ,he managers
It is reported that the man Moyer. who was at Calumet, doing
we
wi1h which through the years and in memory
wan( tQ .,(now t))e namc o the ,)oy
could to earn his salary as an official in the labor organization
visit of live it all over.
who gave his pennv to the cause as1
he Is affiliating, received notice some time since of the impending
It was just the home circle once (hey wantpd to name tIle f,Illd afler
the secretary or labor.
,
more unbroken and the boys and girls
,
This in itseir does not add to the confidence that should be felt in such were together. Can you not remem-- ;
He dops no, know what soo(1 that
is
officer
the.
feel
that
cabinet
citizen
the
average
an official, but. makes
ber how mother was all dressed in the nniinv riiil and Imw H prow Tt n a '
training with the wrong crew.
way in which you so loved to prcny 8(ory and
,rue one'and it is
pretty
as
me
was a state matter so long
..
..
affair
ol,rti.n wllVi the- t
It looks as if the Calumet
mm uci
ee
or us as u goes
.
ror
uei
.
an
, ,
ot
.
.
h
juougnt
i,...i
,
Hxed up i . Bhn. hnw fnr
of the state and the officials therein are a uie 10 cuimu.
an(I dad ile . was
B0
,iHlH
" ' she fplt '
.
,
"
do not find it necessary to call upon the president tor ueip as nas ueeu uui.e in his good duds too, ana tie snootc us nd how nulc,,. satisfaction
can he
her
she
had
iu other instances at other times.
;
but mother,
gajned hy doing all you can, even
Is by the hand,
Until this is done the secretary or labor in the cabinet of the president
arms about us and her lips were though it be a very little
of
state
iu
Michigan
the
his
and
ot
appearance
his
line
duty
overstepping
This is a big lesson to grow out of
so re- against ours.
will not be received with any degree of favor and it slfould not be
How the talk flowed on and how ao sma a transaction and it is not so;
ceived.
full of life and happiness and .excite- unusual for a big thing to grow from
He goes, if he goes at all, as an official of the government and he goes ment it all was. The brother who had a sman onP. There is no telling how
of
the
care
is
take
to
it
whose
duty
without any'invitation from tlie state
been away and who had gone to a dis-- 1 Kreat a pile of gold may grow out of;
situation as long as it is able.
to make his start was the this copper contribution.
which tant place
What has become of the long inherited principle of states rights
real star of the reunion. He had made
rewithout
at
this
any
time,
has even brought the country to civil war, if
good in a small way that is, he had
from the stale, the government steps in and interferes with the preroand the seeds AMONG
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par yoar, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Weekly, per year....

30, 1913.
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President

Branson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs
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TUESDAY,

HERBERT QUICK.
make political capital out of the

TirpHftinii ' n n H tile Tlemnernts

are

de- -

Rill V

R
European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
K Elegant Rooms in Connec- tion. Steam Heat,
fj
g Electric Lights and Baths, g

I

RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAV.
enough to deny the conditions.
mi
u 1 MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
ule wurlu
lne ale ina i a"n ovtr il.
'rlley are iust as hard ln EurPe as d 241 San Francisco Street.
here. The tann: taw nasn t maae
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
hard. Speculation, the exactions
of overboomed rents and the increase
in the price of farm lands, the robbing
of productive wealth for navies and
armies, the destruction of property
and the wasting of labor in wars, and
PRIVATE
the investment of wealth in unproductive fixed capital and such luxuries
SERVICE
AMBULANCE
as automobiles, are sufficient causes
for the depression. The world is
Anew and
simply strapped.
Ambulance for the
It is not a panic, and probably canTransfer of Invalids
not become a panic. It Is a gradual
Day or Nlttht at Realiquidation. There are many reasons
sonable Prices.
to think that this winter is the low
point in the depression, and that
things will gradually get better now.
Phone 130 Main.
For Congressman Mann to la It to
the Democratic tariff is just as contemptible a piece of peanut politics as
it is for Speaker Clark to lay the panic
of 1893 to the McKinley bill. The
panic of 181)3 was the result of a boom
with which the McKlnley tariff had
little or nothing to do. It also was a
world-widLEESE & LOFTIIS, PROPS.
Men big
disturbance.
enough to be in posttions of leader-bship ought to have sense enough to Good Teams,
Uigs
know this, and honest enough to admit
all
Drivers
it. Which they lack I leave for others
live prices.
live
tocsay'
eiiator Hum pw.vh a huiuu peauui
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
politics as the most unprincipled pea-thnutter in the river wards, or the back-saSATISFACTION GUARANTEED
country school houses. The Glass- Owen bill is conceded to be a safe bill
: : :
Espanola.N.
hy the best financial experts. If we Phone Livery.
fltnrt "n tiia nil! now' anQ Kraouauy
pull out of the hole Into which we
jhave been settling for five years, the
"1
the thing which
will make it possible.
The
bill will make
(readily available some $400,000,000 in
credit, which has been tied up by our
bad financial system. Just how soon
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
;it will operate will depend on the
October's chilly fori
wmOMng
adcan
with
banks
which
the
speed
vara lor the tnn sua. ni(et
W'r readr.
just themselves to the new system. I
W..M aervlnff hot ehamlftto Bade mm
ehould think it would take some little
It parity, excellence and
time. I don't see how they can get
deUclotianeea ot flaror.
into the stride of the new conditions
We don't know of aor oUirr etor
before spring; but the knowledge thai
ebocoUte-t- oo
that tores lCEr4f
the new resources are soon to be
different at OURS
anenlTe, perhape. It'e
Uiirt'e nothing too rood for oar patron.
available will help.
A PIPING HOT
What are the new resources?
0 CUPFULdatotf,FOR artckan.
Well, take the little town in which
erbp
ajOTtd with
)
this Is written. The banks here two

i

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train end arrive

l

Tao

Ten mile

(horter than any oth

Good covered hacK ana
foot
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men o take in
the surrounding town. Wlr Embm.
way.

itatlon.
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Turn Over
TheNew Leaf

-

Fspanola Livery Barn
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and
times at
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As the New Year approaches
oue naturally thinks of good
resolutions and
general reforms.
Here's a suggestion for turning over a new leaf that
you success and happiness.
If you have not been a reader,
of advertising, take today's
SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN
and turn over the first leaf that
will get your eyes focused on
the advertising.
If you do not see anything
there that appeals to you turn
over another leaf.
Do It tomorrow the next day
and the whole year.
You will be surprised at the
good It will do you.
You will know more and
spend less than ever before, for
uhen you buy you will buy with
that kind of knowledge that
makes a dollar yield one hundred cents pins ln service.
Turn over a new leaf to the
success page.
may-brin-

DC.

(Continued on page seven).
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(By Kenneth Wilcox raj lie.)
'
It is a new
Chicago, Hi., Dec. :jn.
the
proclamation of emancipation

American
emancipation
from the slavery of fear that Presi
dent Wilson signed when he wrote his
name on the new currency bill!"
Edmund D. ilulbert, vice president
of the great Merchants' Loan & Trust
the man who
company, of Chicago
is said to have brrn an intimate ad
visor or tlie president on currency
problems, and who is being mentioned
for member of the federal reserve
board made this answer to the following question, which is uppermost
now in the miud of the American people:
"Just how, in plain, simple terms,
does the passing of the currency bill
affect
the earners of the weekly
the carriers of the dinner
pail?''
"Why, it is just that the effect of
the new currency system on the poor
man's pocket book which is the one
ex- known about this bill
s'"'e
claimed Ranker Ilulbert.
"We are hearing intricate arguments
j

For sale at all druggists in liquid or tablet form, or
you can send fifty 1c Btarons Ufor trial box, Address
N. Y.
DR. R. V. FIERCE,

-

wage-earners-

NEWS OF THE STATE
fog on Thursday evening December
They Paid It.
The Phelps-Dodgcompany at Daw- IS, and remaining out on the prairta
son, has paid the expenses of the all night.

These little girls started home
from school at the usual time iu the
afternoon, having three and a half
miles to travel. The fog became so
thick that they lost their way and did
not reach home until after day light
next morning. As soon as it was light
they were able to locate themselves
and at once went home.
A searching party was out looking
for them but the children found their
way as soon at it was light, and were
able lo be at their little Christmas en- tertatninent that night (Friday) and
take part in the program rendered.
And it is said they suffered no bad
effects except colda.
Their mother was at home alone
and their father was nway from homp,
consequently a searching party was
not organized soon enough to save the
little ones of the awful unpleasantness
of t,eig aIone and
ost that dark j
night Kenna Record.

county health officer and his deputy,
during the mine disaster in October.
The company paid this expense voluntarily, which otherwise would have to
be home by the county. Raton Reporter.

Wants To Come Back.
Mrs. John Meadows, who now lives
at Palisade, Colo., writes to friends

Chemicals In His Eye.
night man at the
Santa Fe pumping station, met, with a
painful accident uesday night. w lute
working at tne Chemical pump one
of the valves opened suddenly and
filled his eyes with the chemical solution. Dr. Ottoson says his sight, will
be affected for some time. Mr. Framp- ion will be taken to the hospital. Willard Record.
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Montezuma

Lodge

No. 1. A. F. & A. M.

FOR KENT l'l room house oppnCommuniRegular
ration first Monday she Elks opera house. Hath electric
uf each
month at lights and range. O. C. Watson & Co.
.Masonic
Jlall
at;
7:30
FOR RENT Three
or six room
E. R. PAIL, W. M.
'house, furnished or unfurnished.
ply I), s. I.owitzkl, 2211 San Francisco.
Seereary.
-

Santa Ke Chapter No.
dubscrlbo for the Santa F.. Now
second
convocation
Mexican, the piper that Loot is all
Monday of each month mo
time mid works ff.r the upbuildat Masonic Hall at 7::!0
Ine of our nw Stat
m.
-

p.
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Secretary.
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liny iu each month at
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Masonic
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O. CONNOR,

(Continued from page six.)
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We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is not'nniT liner,
and because we KllOW tOO that
are

people will unconsciously
judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines w
carry We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc. up.
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ND WILL
NOT BE A PANIC.

...

?

I.

are unable to loan any
money to anybody because their cash
is tiecl up )n loans to a certain
dustry which is locally important. It
jH tile canniiig 0f tomatoes. There are
cai,ned tomatoes in the hands of men
of smau means in this vicinity of the
vahie o( Bome $200,000 awaiting sale
They are good goods. The people
wam tllem, But owing to the scarcity
EDMUND D. HULBERT.
of money when the tomatoes were i
canned, there was a glut of them about it:s effect upon business, upon
thrown on the market. Dealers in the banker, the manufacturer, und the
canned goods filled their shelves investor. And while the arguers
This was because millions of agree on these points there is one
cases which should have been carried thing upon which all are in accord,
over until March were thrown on the and that is that the bill will benefit
Extension of Lines.
market in October. They were thrown immeasurably the
workingman of
The line extension gang of the on the market because we had no America!
Peoples Light and Power company financial system which enabled the
"The passing of the bill means that
are still at work despite the extreme dinners to hold them. Therefore, it
the bitter blow which used period
cold weather putting down poles and has been almost
impossible for the
ically io nit me poor man square in
stretching new wires in all parts of canners here to sell.
tlie face the blow of being thrown
town.
They are now on the job of
Dili nau ueen in out ot work
ir tne uiass-uweindefinitely will fall no
connecting up the Catholic church and force all tho time if it had been pass- - more! u is tne
'
fear of tnat catagm
the school.
ed when congress ought to have pass- trophe-e- ver
II r. o i vi n o, v. . present in the wage
The carpenters have just completed
A. HKINCARDT,
K. of R. and S.
,n ,ormer
" 8
"
from
the addition to the plant building taken
the .canners'
secured on ..,,;.,
notes,
' i. he new cumnt) bill emaiioi- "SOME DAY WE WILL BE ABLE TO
.
.
which included that part occupied by ...
..mn tn
union of America.
.,
pares mm.
the two big boilers.
The next im- tne
Lodge No. 25S, holds it regular)
Dank tor rediscount, we
regional
"We
all
know
is
few
are
how,
that
every
provement
years,
considering
they
FORECAST STORMS MONTHS AHEAD" meeting on the first Thursday of each
could do it now if the new currency
the gaunt
Financial Stringency,
the building of a spur to the plant
month at Firemen's hall at 7:.'!0 p. m.
bill were In force and operation. If lias stalkedogre,
about
our
for the unloading of the coal that is
country.
Visiting brothers are invited and welthere were a scarcity of currency, Each one ofgrimly
us
In
felt
also
his
used
the boilers. They
talons. Hut
expect
come.
assets could be used while he has
to sink a new well in the near future these commercial
merely hampered and Wonderful Weather Prophet Who Has
REN1TO ALA RID, President.
as the
reserve
board
the
federal
with
a
Not
Made
in
water
worried the wealthy man, he has actuMistake
Seven Years
for a more adequate
supply.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
basis for the issue of currency. It
in
Predicts
That
Short Time Science
gone right into the poor man's
Gallup Independent.
would be the best basis for currency ally
Will be Able to Accurately Forecast
ODD FELLOWS,
home, taken the bread from his chilin
would
back
have
the
it
for
world,
the Time, Strength and Path of
dren's mouths, and the warmth from
!f "SVNo. 2, I. O. O. F.
Prospects Good.
of
financial
it
ample
responsibility,
A s'Od stand of wheat is already
Storm Months and Perhaps Years
his fireplace.
Santa Fe Lodge
Ahead.
had In portions of this community and a food supply always convertible
meets
"For it is the poor man who has
regularly
in
more
cash
the
market
into
than
tha
and the rains and snow of the past
been thrown out of work by the shutery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
of
face
the
paper.
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting
month assure that a good start is
down of factories. And, out of (Staff Special)
If the
bill were in ef- ting he has found
s
Santa Clara, Oil., Dec. .10
made towards bumper crops for the
himself face to
work,
always welcome.
could
our
on
fect
furnish
banks
today,
are the cue for a perfect weaHface with those two elemental enecoming year. The season so far is
a day's notice prime commercial paK. OF C.
mies which no human being living in ther science, says Father Jerome S.
thought by old timers to be the best
would
to
amount
which'
the
jusper
in many years.
civilization ought ever to be forced to Ricard of Santa Clara university, bolFe Council
Santa
to
the
of
from
$75,000
sending
contend with starvation and freezing stering his prediction by a record for
Figured from previous weather ob- tify
No. 1707, Knights of
town toaccurate storm prognostication which
servations several of the best Inform- $125,000 in cash to this little
cold.
Columbus.
Reg u a r
ed natives predict a plentiful amount morrow and this amount would make
"It was only a few years ago. dur- has given him wide repute.
meeting the second
money easy here at once. The can- ing the
he
not
a
that
has
made
of rains during the spring months.
Claiming
panic of 1907, that these things
and fourth
Mondays
Fifteen thousand acres of wheat ners would pay their notes. By the happened. Hundreds and hundreds of mistake in the past seven years,
of each month at the
has been planted In the plaii3 coun- - time the paper fell due the goods- plants shut down, let their fires go out, Father Ricard contends that the sun
K of C. Hall.
trv thlc fall ann nmonenll v pvervnnia would be sold. The glut in the mar- and laid their men off. Yet there was presents a perfect weather schedule
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
would be relieved. Times in this
'ket
-- t
,
on
r
h
its
be
to
read
face,
with
......
by anyone
m mo iOD
I1UIIDC
Uidim.v uao JMlfc
i ii ere was naruiy
iju
Grand Knight.
would be better at once.
a
village
a
and
i.nH
of
obser.1,1
telescope
guide
past
an article being made in those fachiiu );iaiiivu iu uiid vvuiuiuuitj.
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.
would
If
it
in
here
work
this
way
vations.
The late snow also helped the stocktories which was not widely needed
" storm," declares this genial, stumen iu allowing stock to range where and anyone can see that it would
throughout the country. Then why
of
be
would
think
the
relief
which
felt
dious priest of 65, "never comes withthere is grass but no water.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
did the plants shut down?
over the nation.
out, its accompanying sunspots. The
Deep plowing and conservation of all
"Why, simply because the manufacI
town
in
find
can
this
two
little
Right
always go together.
moisture means much to the dry farmturers couldn't get enough hard cash
ATTORNEYS-ALAW.
"These spots are whorls in the sun's
er at this time. Fort Sumner Leader. about a hundred thousand dollars of to pay their employe's pay rolls! Thu
the $400,000,000 new liquid assets
to
east
from
atmosphere,
traveling
was
in
nation
the
situation ot a west
EDWARD P. DAVIES
which good judges say will become
around the orb. For the past
A Pathetic Case.
wealthy man who enters a fine restau 15
City Attorney.
available as soon as the currency bill rant
I have observed that whenyears
A pathetic case occurred In Silver
and finds he has left all his
Capital City Bank Building
ever one of these spots appears in
into
gets
fully
operation.
The man has all a
money at home!
City last week which illustrates some!
Rooms
certain position, a storm enters the
fif tha
nf livfner tn tho
kinds of wealth right on him, invested
Santa Fe New Mexico.
Pacific
coast.
in jewelry and clothing yet he hasn't
far west where means of communica-- NEW FAD STRIKES
a low
"Always
they
produce
Mrs.
cent of cash with which to
tion are not always available.
Chas F. Easley,
Chas R. Easley
pressure up around the AleuTHE CAPITAL HARD apaysingle
William Waddle came in from
for a square meal!
EASLEY & EASLEY
tian islands and the north coast of
"So with the employers, in times
early in this month. Her hus
Attorneysat-Latraveling southward across
band was to follow her In the course
Washington, Dec. 'SO. Debutantes of panic like that of 1907. They Europe,
Practice in the Courts aud before
the
western
reaches
contiof
both
of a few days and go east from here 'n official society circles have taken couldn't find the currency with which
Land Department.
nents.
with her. She had been in Silver City up housekeeping and running their to pay their men and all the time
Land Grants and Tides examined.
' in winter these
t-traveling
t Santa Fe, X. M., branch
for ten days, and her husband not ar- lathers' establishments as one of lilt (he country was really rich iu all
office, Kstan- air
areas
and
gather moisture,
those manufactured goods which cur- it rains or snows.
riving she Inquired from a man from 'fry latest usel fads.
cia, N. M.
In Bummer
the
there when he was coming In.
The
Among them ars Miss Genevieve rency represents!
storms occur Just the same, accordanswer was. "He isn't coming In. He C'ark, daughter of the
"The wage earner was laid off. And,
GEO. W. PRICHARD
Speaker and
ing to the position of the
died the other day and we buried him." ?.Trs. Clark, and Miss
not
only did bis wage cease, but the but their manifestation may
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Margaret
be!
Attorney
only
Father Jerome Ricard.
who was employed as a cook Chord, daughter of tho Chai-maof banks suspended payment, and he ' wind,
Practices in all the District Courts
heat or clouds, with-- !
In the camp, was stricken with
heart, the Interstate Commerce Commission couldn't get at his small savings!
to grief because it is sidetracked or and gives special attention to casses
out rain.
failure while sitting In his chair. Xo
"These are the conditions which the
Despite their many social activities
My critics have said I miss the entirely broken up by an antagonistic before the State Supreme Court.
attempt was
micate both of them find time to look after new currency bill surely will prevent date of storms, because it
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe. N. M.
doesn't current in great air battles.
o one the details of housekeenine.
in the future. The secret of its opera rain. I don't miss. The criticism is
"The problem now is to solve why
look-!
i
tion lies in the provision for the
DR. W. HUME BROWN .. ..
based on the popular conception of storms take a given track, and here,
later GKORGETOWN.
of commercial paper. This storm, which differs from the meteoro- too, I believe the solution lies in sunDentist.
TEXAS: J. A.
lepen- Kimbro, says: "For several
Over Spitz Jewlery Store.
years past term means, roughly, that a bank logical definition.
spots in their position, Bize and form.
"If I forecast ten storms a month, This will take the closest observation
Rooms 1, 2, and 3.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has which has lent out money to a manubeen my household remedy for all facturer on his promise to repay can, ten appear. I have not known it to for years.
Phone Red 6.
a
if
sudden
need
for
in
on
we
and
troubles.
I
fail
are
Office Hours: 8 a. m. tc 5. p. m.
"But believe
currency arises,
It
the track
coughs, colds,
lung
complete observations since
Mor-aghas given permanent relief tn a num- go to the reserve bank and exchange 1906.
to the solution of all weather probAnd by Appointment.
ber of cases of obstinate coughs and the manufacturer's promise for a sup"But whether or not there will be lems with scientific accuracy, and will
iven. colds."
Contains no opiates. Refuse ply of currency.
rain in the storm I am not as yet able some day be able to forecast storms
a
hool substitutes.
Sold by The Capital
"Currency can be called the oil to predict accurately.
and their paths exactly for months and
t or Pharmacy.
which
liburlcates the wheels of ini
"Mai ' a determined storm comes even years in advance."
Didn't Press It.
Severn Chavez, a half breed Indian,
before Judge Craig this
morning to answer to a charge of be-ing very drunk. Chavez admitted the
He said he had
charge cheerfully.
been working in the coal mines for
some time, but drifted
into town
Christmas day and found a way to
find the cup ti.pt cheer::.
Tne court
asked him where he got his whisky.
Chavez was uncertain and tha court
did not press tho inquiry.
Chavez
drew ten days in jail. Albuquerque
Herald.
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Santa Fe Commandery
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dustry. When the supply dried un.
under the oil system, the law absolutely forbade the banks to take any
more out. of their reserve funds
which, nevertheless, were destined for
the one purpose of guarding against
Just such an emergency!
"But the new bill gives us an elasticurrency system. When part of the
supply dries and gels brittle, the
whole machine won't break down, as
it used to.
There will be reserve
funds to which the bankers can go.
"And that means that the small
wage earner need not have any longer
that terrible fear of being laid off
every time the money situation grows
light. Whatever the other effects of
the bill, it is surely a great Imlkwark
raised to protect the man with the)
dinner pail troin the horrors of unem-- !
ployment!
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Mr. Frampton,

j

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
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SEVfcN

W ESlXT
Jr., E. C.
New Vork, Dec. HO. Five hui died
friends and relatives of Mrs. Horace W. K. (IR1FF1N, Recorder.
S. Decamp, formerly Mrs. Mary F
Santa Fe Lodge of PerMarvin, who was married at the liar-fection No., 1, Ith dc-- '
Ancient and Ac1,m Presbyterian Church, waited
gree.
The Woman's Tonic
cepted Scottish Rite of
long time in the rain in front of til
meets on
Free
.Masonry
house of Mrs. Frank Fnimilmrsoo. her
of each month at
the third
mother, at "17 Riverside Drive, for 7:30 o'clockMonday
in the evening in the New
ihP. bride and
bridegroom to emerge Cathedral.
Scottish Rite
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUGGISTS
after the reception. With hands-- ' aid Masons are Visiting invited to attend.
cordially
V
handkerchiefs full of rice they had
E. C. ABHOTT,
prepared to give the young pu'r an
Venerable Master
exciting semlolt'.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Sec'y.
i
W hen the tv.llant ."nil hail stood an
ssii iVJSM?
lour in the street then the buller,
B. P. O. E
with i trace of apology in his voice.
4
lVi
Santa Fe Lodge No.
announced thai Mr. and Mrs. Decamp
ton, it. p. o. K.
had climbed up on the roof and down. 4 S.
holds its regular
through the skylight of William A.
session on the sec- Brady and his wife, flrnce, actress,
fourth
end
and
THE CHAMPION OF
who live next door. They had Eli'ined
Wednesday of each THE MERRIAM
WEBSTER
ALL WAS BUSY FIDO out of Mr. Ilrady's unnoticed, stepped;
month. V i s i t i ng
Into a taxieah and had by that time:
brothers are invit-- ' Tho Only New unabridged dicd and welcome.
tionary in ruany years.
caught an ou'. of town train.
Unlay, Dec. .ill. The Ricd Piper,
111 and essence
j' Contains the pi
has nolhinrf on the farmers of I'nioii! Daniel W. Marvin. Miss lleci.inp's FDWA 1(1 j P, ll.WII-'.Sof an authoritative library.
Exalud Ruler.
n,'s' Imshand, was one of those a hoi
who glided a
TownshW,
Covers every field of knowlK. C. lil'ItKE,
on liie. Titanic, relnsipg
contest and then counted the tails, pprisiii-'edge. An Encyclopedia in a
ti.
in
he
Secreiary.
him
of
one
place
had
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NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87.
Knights are most
The highwayman did not see the
bladder weakness,
All v s i t i n g
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kid- boy, and when one of them poked a
Kaune's store.
ney action and rheumatic pains, are revolver under Hall's nose and was
"
P. H a
ov e r
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs. knocked by him sprawling In the
Meeting in K. of j
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taun- the boy grabbed the pistol and covAll other chocolates seem
o'clock r. m.
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my ered the other two robbers.
the,
month at S
87th birthday, and thought I was be"You 'tend to that fellow, grardpo(-ordinary after you once
Fourth Friday o" just
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley and I'll keep the oilier two off, ' di
every Second and try e
They are just
Kidney Pills have proved most bene- rected the boy, at the same time setmeets
ficial in my case.'' Sold by the Capital ting up a series of
Pythias
yells that brought
Santa Fe Lodge as pure and wholesome as they
Pharmacy.
assistance.
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here that she is not siatisfied with
that country and longs to return to
New Mexico.
Iess rain falls there
than here, and nothing is raised ex- cept by irrigation. They have traded
for an irrigated place there and will
locate permanently. Estancla

,

digestion and purifies the blood. As a consequence both
the Btomach and liver roturn to their normal and healthy condition.
Nervousness and biliousness soon disappear. The entire system
takes on new life.
For over forty years this famous old medicine
has "made good'' and never more so than todaj',
enjoying a greater sale all over the worid than
any other doctor'B prescription.

PAIL.

Pueblo
Boise Albuquerque
Salt Lake City
Butte

. j.

aids

in Colorado)

(Incorporated

Dr. Pierce's Golden

Nervous ?3

CURRENCY BILL WILL PUT

STOP

RAISE

At all dealers.
B

NEW

THE

Durable, simple. Easy to clean and re wick can
be lighted without removing chimney or shade.
THE CONTINENTAL

Blood Bad?
Liver Lazy?

nun
nnnriT
WILL

Still the best substitute for daylight.

V7HY
go along day after
v
day sufi'tring when aid
is at hand so convenient and
at so little cost.

Weak?

THE WORKING MAN
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

A.

T.f & S. F. R'V
TIME TABLE

To Be Effective December 7, 19M.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.

m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

Coast Points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to rn-newith No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecoj Va1- try noints.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.

ct

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleper; also No.
No. 4 eastbound.. . No. 4 takes passengers for Chicago and Kansas
City Daily and for Denver Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9. westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
m.
PASSENGER

DEPOT

PHONE

42 W.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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F. ANDREWS

CONDITIONS AT
PENITENTIARy
READJUSTED

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
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SHINES

LOCAL ITEMS.

GRAND
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STAR

OPERA

j

TONIGHT
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Conditions at lm statu penitentiary
today adjusted themselves to the state
ol' affairs product d by the lire of yes-- '
ALBRIGHT,
terday. By usiri? the new cell house MISS CLAUDE
with Us 104 ceils, in! the worst ol' the
WHO HAS SCORED IN
prisoners were even more safely loci;- up last nigh! than l'orinerly,. while
MANY ROLES ABROAD, WILL GIVE
the rhort term men ami (lie trusties
were bunked m the shop and the new
PROGRAM AT SCOT
A BRILLIANT
dining room. Fortunately the blank-jetTISH RITE CATHEDRAL.
in the burned cell house were not
destroyed and in most cases were not
even wet, due to the fact that the
bunks close up against the wall when ASSISTED BY MR. SEDER
not in use which fact saved them
.
.
r
i
4i. i
AND MR. CHRISTIAN
jiiuin uuiii um netu ami uie water.
Estimates today verified yesterday's
hurried computation of the damage j
l1ol,e by the fire, and agreed that it
Miss Claude Albright brings grand
3 UmiM Tint run
4irWWlfl
i.riti,
to Santa Fe tonight.
opera
liibly a slightly lesser amount
that
New Mexico's only star in the grand
instir-- j
j could be counted on from th
opel.a n,rmanieiit will shine brilliantly
jance money with which to replace the at the Scottish Kite catneurai at ;u
J burned portion.
o'clock tonight.
The board of penitentiary
,
commis-Tllis is Mi8S Albright's first appear
sioners will meet Saturday to consid ance in the
capital since her triumphal
er bids for the immediate repairing tour of
Europe and it is safe to say
of the cell house, and an advertisethat a large audience will welcome
ment for bids is carried in today's her to the
city in which she lived as
New Mexican.
However it will . be a child not so very many years ago!
several weeks before the cells will
Miss Albright is young, is talented
again be under roof, and until then and success has not spoiled her. As
the prisoners will be handled about a
singer she is "simply great," accordaslhey were last night, and extra ing to the greatest Loudon music
guards maintained in the towers on critics.
jthe wall. These guards will probably
The impression that Miss Albright
be chosen from the militia.
in foreign
will sing many selections
Last night 70 members, including
is erroneous. She will give
languages
lolticers, of the two companies were on
to suit the popular taste.
a
iduty, and reliefs of two hours on duty Sheprogram
will use the English tongue iu
land four off were established. Today
most, of the numbers, but turning to
jthe militia were stllT on duty although the mellilluous Spanish language when
the force had been cut down so as to
is sung.
include only those who could eonven-- j La Paloma
Mr. Stanley Seder, a popular musiiently get away from their work,
cian of Albuquerque, will accompany
All but two rooms in the administra-will
Hon building will have to be replas-itere- Miss Albright on the piano and
also play several piano solos.
and redecorated it was stated
Mr. Thomas A. Christian, of Cleve- Mrs. Me.Munus and her children
in
friends
with
the city,
jare staying
while the warden has improvised him-- i
in
a
one of
self
sleeping apartment
the old oflices. Chief Clerk R. h.
Ormsbee and his wife are making
headquarters at the Deaf school.

j
j

j
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The Clarendon Garden,
SANTA FE, N. M.
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New Incorporation.

Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDSTORE."
Santa Claus is
shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the fol-

lowing:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS, PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FO IKS, TEA
SPOONS AND TABLE
COASTER
BRAKE
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
GUARANTEED
BOY'S
WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
EQUIPMENT,
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
RIFLES.
And many other things In the Hardware line appropriate for Christmas presents.

The Reliable Hardware Store.

mm

The Shallow Water Laud company
filed incorporation papers with the
state corporation commission yesterday. A. W. Pollard of Deming is the
agent for the new company. The capital stock is $100,000 divided into $100

shares.

The company start business

with $2100 subscribed, held by the
following who are the incorporators:
Jos. A. Mahoney, seven shares: A. W.
Charles E.
Pollard, seven shares;
Miesse, seven shares, all of Deming.

LOB

Blame it on the Governor.
In the mail of Governor McDonald
this morning was a letter in which occurred this sentence: "I have been in
formed by one of the commissioners
of Santa Fe county that your excelMISS CLAUDE ALBRIGHT
lency has made a levy and raised the
Who Brirtgs Grand Opera to Santa Fe
taxes on my property."
Tonight.
Insurance Receipts.
In closing up the year s work, Jaco-b- land, Ohio, will
sing two baritone
Chaves, superintendent of
solos and those who have heard him
iinds that he has collected iu in- in the Duke City declare that he is
surance taxes during the year now splendid.
drawing to a close the sum ol $:i2,The entire concert, will last about
!6U.6l. Of this sum $iSl,iiD0 was col- two hours,
affording one hundred and
1st and twenty minutes
lected between February
of delight to anyone
March Slat.
wilh a love for vocal or instrumental
insur-auce-

,

-

WATCH
our windows. It will contain new photos
fcVERY DAY of home people.
We will
be closed from Sunday noon until Tuesday, on accou nt of going to Albuquerque

music.
Many Auto Licenses.
Thcpogram is arranged iu two
this
mail
itceived
Including Hie
parts a'd is as follows:
limorning, a total of 214 automobile
Part. I.
censes had been applied for, and the 1. Ah, love, liut a Day
lleach
Miss Claude Albright.
lag and license had been forwarded by
the secretary of state. This does not 2. Concerto Overture in C Minor. .
Hollins
include the mail received after noon

For the past day or two the
today.
applications have been coming in at
the rate of about 60 a day.

i.
i.

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa Fe

Albuquerque

PHONE 16S cr.

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

and

PORCH
ROCKERS

Service and Cuisice
the Beat in the City

Ampin facilities forlarKe
and small banquets

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN PLAN.

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 I p.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.

WHOLESALE

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes, and Salt.
Salt ftisnts for

Big Volume.

The state corporation commission
testi- has received the typewritten
moiiy taken at the Albuquerque inter
state commerce commission hearing.
It makes a volume of 14S7 typewritten
The testimony of the Roswell
pages.
hearing has not been received as yet,
but it will probably amount to about
the same number of pages. At these
hearings, the question of New Mexico
rates were up for readjustment, the
commission contending that they were
too high as compared with Trinidad
on the north and El Paso on the south.

Time Extended.
In h letter from the secretary of
war, the adjutant
general of New
Mexico is informed that the regiment
al organization of the state militia
will be continued intact until April 1st
in order to give more time in which
to recruit and muster in the three additional companies required to com-ply with the regimental organization
requirements. This extension of time
was asked for by Adjutant General H.
jT. Herring, because of the fact that
he had been so recently appointed he
'could not get the three required com-- !
panics mustered into the service by
January 1st, the time originally set.
Detailed to New Mexico,
Dennis Burns. Bergeant in the 22nd
infantry, has been detailed as instruc
tor for the New Mexico militia, according to orders received by Ad
jutant General Herring. He will
Immediately and will probably
spend a month with each company
In the state. First Lieutenant Frederick C. Test, who has been detailed
to New Mexico, as inspector instructor, will probably arrive tomorrow to
take up his duties.
-

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

ATTENTION!
ILFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, f arden 4 field seeds in bulk and packag; X
Bids for the erection of a tem- X porary roof and other repairs to
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
cell house will be opened on Sat- urday, January 3, 1914. Call at
V the
Penitentiary for specifica- JOHN' B. SrcMA.VPS,
tions.
Phone Black
Pnooe Black
Superintendent.
CONTRACTORS

45

LEO HERSCH

45

i.

!.

i.

.
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MISSA. MUGLER

INDIAN MUSIC, ARTS AND
LEGENDS TO BE KEPT ALIVE.

CORNER PLAZA.

"THE FAYWOOB"
returned
I've Just
Yes,
from Faywood Hot Springs
and never felt better In
my life. 'Tis great, and
everyone In the state
ought to go there. The
treatment you get will do
anyone good, and the train
service and the round-trirate are both attractive.

Faywoca

Hoi

Springs Co..

Geoffrey O'Hara.
Some teachers, in their mistaken
zeal, have crossed or smothered everything distinctly aboriginal in the
young Indians. Secretary Lane, in
his letter directing the appointment
of Geoffrey O'Hara as instructor of
native Indian music, said: "I think
that it is the part of wisdom to develop in the young Indian an increas
ot
ed respect for all those things
beauty which their fathers produced.
'Our efforts should be to make tills
generation proud of their ancestors
and keep alive in them the memory of
their wholesome legends and their
aboriginal arts."

WORKERS'
IS CALLED OFF
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 30. At a
mass meeting of strikers this afternoon it was decided to formally call
off the garment workers' strike which
has been in progress here since last
.Tilly.
They will return lo work tomorrow.

DENIES HAVING
SIGNED WITH FEDERALS
Pa., Dec. 30. Otto
Philadelphia,
Knabe, second baseman of the Philadelphia Xatioual league baseball team,
denied last night that he had signed a
to manage the Baltimore
contract
team of the Federal league.

X
X
X
X
X
X

KNABE

New Mexican Want
jrlng results. Try it.

Ads.

JOB MAY HAVE

always

HIS

GARMENT

STRIKE

TO ALL PATRONS AND
AS MANY NEW ONES:
We wish to thank you most
heartily for your many courtesies '
in the tpast and we trust that our X
will always
business relations
prove as pluasant to you as they X

have to m.
Please accept our best wiHhes
for a very prosperous and Happy
New Year to you and yours.
PARLOR MEAT MARKET AND

X Wm.

tb

GROCERY.
D. Arrighi, Prop.

X

Work for ne New Mexican.
new state.

MANY TROUBLES,

- HE

NEVER HAD

Tt) DRE55

CONDITIOM5 LIKE

It is

BUT

UNDER.

THESES:

STARVING

IN ALBANIA VILLAGES
Dec. 30. Thirty thousand

Paris,
persons are in danger of starving or
freezing to death 'in Albania, according to reports from William W. How- -

II.

(up? m

I

GRAND JURY'S DELAY
ROUSES MOB SPIRIT.

I

undr orders.

The International

Cortispondantt School!
tro to the man who is

Groceries

A

S

tottmtlona! cormtoB&KC

EDITOR KILLS
A STRIKE BREAKER.
Decatur, III., Dec. 30. Carl Plersou
editor of the Illinois strike bulletin,

limM

i

Scfiools

Electrical Wire man
Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanical Engineer

Automobile

UNION

published at Clinton this afternoon,
shot and fatally injured Tony Musser,
a strike breaker employed at the Illinois Central shops at Clinton. Six
shots from Pierson's revolver took effect. The shooting was the culmination of an alleged attack on Musser
through Pierson s paper.

Solitaire,

C
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
Please explain, wltbtnt farther obi eat ion on my
purl, huw I can qultJy lor the position, rade, of
Running
Poultry farming
Bookkeeper
StenographerMan
Advertising
Show-Car- d
Writing
Window Trimming
Commercial III uatrot.
Industrial Designing
Architectural Drafu.
Chemlat
f Spnn
French
i1 German
Banking
Civil Service t lutian

Telephone Expert

u
fl

Stationary Engineer
Textile Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete Conmet'n
Plumbing, Steam Flit's
mine rortmin
Mine Superintendent

Nam..
m

V

Moreys

strufcymiK nlonff on
small p:iy and say to
him, "We will train
you for promotion
ritrht where yon are,
or we will quality
you to t n k e u p a
more conirvnial lino
of work at a tnucU
higher salary."
liven roonth sev
eral hundred students voluntarily
rpport advancement
as the diret't result
of I.C.S. training.
You need not leave
your present vork.
or your own home.
Hark this coupon at
once and mail it.

Chestertown, Mr., Dec. 30. The
grand jury which considered the cases
of the two negroes charged with the
killing of James Coleman, a
farmer, adjourned last night, without
returning an indictment. As a result
trieuus of the murdered man were in
an angry mood and the local authorities feared an outbreak tonight.
Sheriff Brown ordered a number of
the deputies sworn in when the trou
Die started to remain in the jail tonight.
Eight witnesses were examined today and twelve remain to be examined t)
tomorrow.
f
well-to-d-

Did you ever slop to think what an enormous
amount of mere food we all eat to get the
small quantity of real food essence required
to make red blood and body tissue?
It is the varying amounts of these essential
elements of foodthat make the big difference
between coarse, unreliable food products and
foods rich in nutrition, such as

worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only

d

Mr. Seder.

Z.

Not How Much, But How Good

.Slatt

Solitaire Peaa, Cora, Be ana, Mica
rout aach brlnii Iti full portion of
foe Talna to tna todf.
A

Solitaire Fetohei, Obtrrtea, Berrlat,
tba eboieegt Ta
Flnaapple, cto.-- all
ritttaa, fajntu for their flavor,

can of blueberries makes three delicious pies
"The Best the Grocer can Deliver"

7

THE MOREY MERCANTILE

HAND-PAINTE- D

CO., Denver. Colo.

CHINA

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

X
X
X

X

BY M'DOKALD.

Me
a) Schnee
(b) lch Grolle Nicht ...Schumann
Baritone Solo Toreador from
Miss Albright.
"Carmen"
It is estimated that
Mr. Thomas A. Christian.
the average man is
(a) Iva Colomba... Ait. Schlndler worth &J a clay from
Yradier the neck dowtt what
(b) La Paloma
is he worth from the
Miss Albright.
neck vpf
That depends en(a) Magic Fire ("Die Wallcnere") tirely
upon training.
Wagner If you are trained so
that you plan and
Cuilmant direct
(b) Allegro in F
work you are
i

Ave Maria
Miss Albright

SOUTHEAST

What Are
YOV Worth
From the

Mr. Seder.

11

THOUSANDS

Mr. Stanley Seder.
Chadwick
The Danza
Miss Albright,
Love
Uaritone Solo Bedouin
Pinsuti
Song
Mr. Thomas A. Christian.
Debussy
(a) Fantoches
(bl Lute Strings and Rose.. Seder
Miss Albright.
Accompanied by the composer.
Aria, Invocation from "Samson
Saint Saens
and Delila"
Miss Albright.

Part
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WARE

Chocolates in attractive
Xmus boxes. Get them at Zook's.
County Commissioners The county
commissioners meet Monday to audit
bills and transact routine business.
The probate court also meets Mo;iday.
Chef Harada, of the DeVargas .hotel,
lias prepared a special New Year's
menu which will be served for fifty
cents.
Murder Case Friday The hearing
given K. Kipele, Madrid miner eharg-!ew ith murdering Dave Hamm at Ma-- I
drid, was postponed until 10 a. m. Fri-- i
day. It will be in Justice Garcia's
court.
25 per cent discount from now to December 31, 19"!", on all goods, watches,
clocks, jewelry and silverware, at
Wiese, Watchmaker and Jeweler.
Gnagey & Ervien for the Edison
Mazda lamp. The only reliable lamp
on the market. Why? Thos, A. Edl
'.
son, .'miff said.
Marriage License A . wedding li
cense was issued by the county clerk
to Miss Josefita Vigil and Juan Ramon
Sandoval, both of Quemado.
They
will be married Jan. 8 by Father
at Santa Cruz. - - j , ;,
Music Lessons ProC 1. L. Tello,
who has studied in Berlin, w'H be
pleased to give lessons in vio'.in, vlO'
lincello and piano. Terms or.'application. Phone 255 W.. reB'dence of
Frank Plomteaux, 114 Cernllos street,
Santa Fe.
All the popular brands of cigars in
X'mas boxes.
Zook's,
Concert at 8:30 The concert at the
Scottish Rite eathedral tonight will
begin at 8:30 o'clock and will last
about two hours. Those who attend
the concert are requested to be in
their seats a few minutes before 8:30
so as not to delay the program or annoy the artists.
Start the New Year with Sunbeam
Mazda lamps and beat the light comof your electric
pany out of
light bills for 1914. Sparks Electric
Company. Open evenings.
Preparing for Dance Manager Hall
started decorating the De Vargas hotel ball room today in preparation for
the New Year's eve dance which will
have a spectacular feature "at noon of
night" just as the year 1914 makes its
debut. The decorations will be appropriate yet unique.
Solve the Christmas problem today.
Fanny boxes stationery, Kodaks, Perfumes, hand mirrors, Brushes, Baby
Sets. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.
'Xmas Day in Santa Fe A new
photo, taken 'Xmas day, the very best
pnd most perfect, showing the oldest
building in the V. S. A., the renowned
Plaza, and the hills in the distance.
Sent by mail at cost price. One copy,
lfic; two, 15c; one doz., 70c. Walter
Norton, Business College, Box 3S7,
Santa Fe.
Get your Xmas and New Year's
presents at a 25 per cent discount
from now to December 31, 1913. F
Wiese, Watchmaker and Jeweler.
"Mutt & Jeff In Panama", Gus
Hill's latest offering, based on the
cartoon pictures of the same title by
the artist of the Npw York American,
Bud Fisher, comes to the Elks theater
in an entire new dress. Opening an
engagement of one night Friday Jan.
9th Mutt and Jeff has broken more
records for phenomenal business and
shattered more theatrical precedents
than any attraction in the history of
the amusement game. This season's
offering is said to be bigger and better than either of the previous productions. Don't miss "Mutt and Jeff in
Panama."

30, 1913.

ard, of New York, who has just fin
ished a
journey through the
remote mounlninouB districts.
Asa
result of the Servian occupation, he
A Fine Chris' mas Gift!
says, more than one hundred villages
and towns have been destroyed, twelve
thousand houses have been burned BEAUTIFUL SCARP VEILS,
NOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
and 4,000 men, women and children
killed. One hundred thousand persons are homeless, of whom, Howard Handsome Plumes, pffnncvof
estimates, onethird are likely to die
of cold and hunger. Many are living Ostrich, which will make an elelean-toin
against the gant gift ; also many other articled I carry will make Xmas Rifts
ruins of their homes.
There are .0,000 refugees in Tirana
and 5,000 in Scutari.
e

Pin-To- n

s

Phone No.4

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

STREET.

